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Item

Description

Start price

1

1 Art Sculpture Well Made- Made of high quality
material, stick to traditional handicrafts, it is our
desire to provide you with the best decoration
items.
Careful design- Fills with innovative thought, work
of the originality of the charm, lies not only in the
art of cutting and handicraft.
Use: a good choice for your own use or as a gift.
Ideal decoration for home and office, such as
bookcase, table, rack or cape piece, fashion and
meaningful
Good Fit- A gift for a variety of occasions, such as
Halloween, Christmas, Thanksgiving, birthday,
wedding, party, etc.

205€

2

1 Art Bronze sculpture Big man.

990€

Manufactured according to the and in the style of
the long thin figures of Richier, Giacopti and
Minguzzi.
Limited edition of 100 exponates
Dimensions: 51 x 15 x 12 cm (H x W x D). Weight:
4.2 kg. Material: bronze
Auguss & March - Home and Living - stands for
bronze figures in mostly limited editions in quirky
creations creations. The work is often based on
famous painters and sculptors of the last century
such as Dalí, Picasso, Matisse, Degas, Rodin,
Richier etc. - Nevertheless, completely new in
your own style and timeless shape. This is
reflected above all in the implementation of
imagery to a plastic sculpture.
The sculpture is securely packed in a thick foam
coating and a sturdy cardboard box.
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3

1 Dog Art Sculpture Excellent quality and a wide
range of varieties that contribute to your life
Due to the shooting light problem, there may be a
little deviation
Bring You A Happy Life
Suitable for kitchen, bedroom, living room, office
and other scenes
If you have any questions, please contact us in
time

4

1 Modern Art Sculpture Home Decor Regional
Feature: Europe
Theme: people
Material: Flocking
Home & Kitchen / Home Decor / Home Décor
Accents / Sculptures / Statues

5

1 3D Night Light Premium Material: made of high
quality resin material, durable and long lasting.
BPA free, no bad smell..
The relationship between man and nature:
transparent elements produce three-dimensional
and transparent, real and virtual dramatic effects,
delicate and natural and smooth and vivid lines.
Resin is used to preserve this moment vividly ..
Dream Scene:Exquisite shape The transparent
elements produce a dramatic effect of threedimensional and transparent, real and virtual,
energy-saving and usage scenes, modern LED
lights enable energy-saving and energy-efficient
lighting of your home or offices with a pleasant
life room. The lamp is also ideal as a nursery lamp
or as a bedroom light..
Multi-functional: durable it can be reused and is
not easily damaged even if it has fallen off, it has
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a good length, the beautiful shade color gives a
beautiful glow and is kind to the eyes. You can
use it as a night light, but also a normal light, both
are good..
A good gift for families on special occasions, it is
especially suitable as Christmas gifts, birthday
gifts and housewarming gifts.

AUCTIM

6

1 Wall Art Resin PACKAGE CONTENTS - a righthanded figurine, a left-handed figurine and a diver
in antique silver colour.
MATERIALS Figurines are made of poly resin and
lime powder and are attached to a twisted thread
with a loop / hook on the end for easy hanging.
PRODUCT SIZE APPROVE: 33 x 13 x 10 cm / 19 cm
W 10 cm D 16 cm / 19 cm W 10 cm D 16 cm. The
total length of the wire for abseiling sculpture is
74cm. Therefore, there will be about 49cm of
thread above the hand of the figurine, and about
12cm wire will hang under the bottom hand. Wire
length of bungee jump sculpture is 60cm.
Add a touch of elegance to your home decor with
these hanging figurines with their chiselled
features adding quirky to their masculine
characteristics. These figures do not look perfect,
i.e. as machine-made items, in fact, their
imperfections add character to their beauty.

250€

7

1 Gorilla Abstract Art Colorful / Fabulous
Decoration: Our This Picture Is Very Colorful, With
New Look, A Good Gift For Mother, Girlfriend,
Daughter, Friend, Coworker, New Couple Or A
Person You Think
Suitable For:TV Furniture Office Decorations,
Perfect For A Home Office Library, Canteens,
Cafes, Tearooms, Hotels, Decoration.Unique Gift
For Family Or Friends
Product Details: Excellent Workmanship And
Agile, Make It Whole Decoration More Vivid And
Natural, A Strong Three-Dimensional Structure,
Realistic As Things, Making The General Feeling
Light Luxury
High Quality Gorilla Statues: It Is Handmade Made

265€
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Of Environmental Resin Material, The Design Of
The Paper Design To The Body By One Vessel By
Hand. So Every Item Is Just Similar But Not
Completely Same.
Safe Package:Size:29 * 16 * 27.5Cm. Suitabel Size
For Indoor / Outdoor Decoration (Patio Or Living
Room Table)

AUCTIM

8

1 Gorilla Art Craft material: resin
Size: 80 cm / 31.49 inch
Unique design: the perfect combination of art and
fashion, sleek minimalist design, elaborate works,
homely and versatile.
Engraving, smooth lines, smooth
touch.Sentimental, high-quality piece of home
decoration art - a must-have.
GOOD gift for birthday, or for any other event!
The picture is suitable for living room, bedroom
and other indoor areas, which will enhance your
home

2.415€

9

1 GORILLA SCULPTURE Material: fiberglass
A great gift idea for anyone looking for a beautiful
image.
Unique design: the perfect combination of art and
fashion, sleek minimalist design, elaborate
working, homely and versatile.
Engraving, smooth lines, smooth
touch.Sentimental, high-quality piece of home
decoration art - a must-have.
GOOD gift for birthday, or any other event! The
picture is suitable for living room, bedroom and
other interior areas that will enhance your home

180€
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10

1 Men Wall Hanging Sculpture 8 Posture Styles:
Different people have different ways, which is also
very interesting. Some people think they are
trapped while others think they are free desire.
Choose one or more spaces to suit you.
Material: high-quality fibreglass reinforced plastic
resin, very durable, safe and environmentally
friendly coating, anti-corrosion, waterproof, fade
resistant, average about 20 cm.
Easy Maintenance: Easy to clean and scrub, wipe
with a damp cloth, anti-ultraviolet (avoid direct
exposure to strong sunlight for a long time),
improve your decoration and create a positive
atmosphere.
Exquisite Detail: Each piece of our wall art culture
is unique, because it is carefully handmade and
will convince everyone with your eclectic
decoration choices.
Atmosphere: This home decoration reflects real
life, because it is the struggle to overcome
problems, hang this modern top on your wall, feel
determined and ready to seize the day

95€

11

1 Black Art Sculpture 1. Handmade high-quality
resin material, abstract figure modeling, exquisite
and elegant artwork.
2. The water chestnuts are polished and round,
with even bearing capacity and stable placement,
adding colour to the room.
3. Vivid image, resin figures, safe and
environmentally friendly materials, durable.
4. Professional design modeling, retro and ancient
craftsmanship, vivid image, clear contour lines,
carefully hand carved to add color to the house.
5. This unique and simple metal sculpture
decoration is suitable for a variety of home
furniture, and is an ideal choice for home, office,
lobby, desk accessories.

217€
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12

1 Men Sculpture High Quality:Made Of Highquality Resin Material,High-temperature
Firing,Hand-made,Safe And Environmentally
Friendly,Sustainable.
GOOD ORNAMENT:The Ideal Decoration Is Always
Eye-catching.it Brings Artistic Charm To Your
Interior.this Is A Good Choice For Home
Decoration.
Wide Range Of Uses:Simple Personality,Fashion
And Creativity,Whether Placed In The Living
Room,Study,Office Or Bedroom,Is A Beautiful
Landscape,Adding A Touch Of Color To Your Home
life.
The Perfect Gift:A Nice
Birthday,Party,Festival,Business,Etc.gifts,For
Friends,Relatives,Lovers.perfect For Wedding
Party Or Anniversary,Or As A Gift To Your Friends.

135€

13

1 Golden Abstract Sculpture Special
Design:Thinker Model,Silence Is Gold.it Is The
Crystallization Of The Wisdom Of The People And
Fully Reflects The Creativity And Artistic Nature Of
Mankind.
Feature:Abstract Art Design,Different
Levels,Simple And Clear Line Outline,Strong
Stereoscopic Effect,Strong Texture,Enjoy The
Beauty Of Life,Make Your Home Simple And
individual.
Fine Craftsmanship:Creative Thinker Statue Is
Using Resin As The Main Raw Material,Through
Mold Casting,To Make A Variety Of
Beautiful,Realistic Paintings.No Odor,Not-toxic
harmless.
Best Decoration:Applicable
Space,Shelf,Bookcase,Desk,Tabletop,Clapboard
Frame,Window,Porch.Can Be Placed In The
Office,Living Room,Counter,Study,Office Or
Company To Enhance The Artistic Atmosphere Of
The environment.

90€

14

1 Monkey Statue Three ways monkey: this
Japanese image embodies the proverb principle

75€
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nothing evil, hear nothing evil, says nothing evil
that leads to this image being collected by the
people of the world to date.
Wonderful gift - this piece of art is a great gift for
friends and family, because this monkey trio on a
stack of books will look very good on the shelf or
on the desk.
High-quality decoration - our decorative
accessories are hand-cast from real gravel, which
is connected to durable designer resin and with a
bronze coloured surface.
Design Toscano Figures - The figure of these three
monkeys is exclusive to the design toscano brand,
and is the perfect accessory in your office as
bookends, in a living room as a display or as a
complement to your Japanese Buddha collection.
Our high-quality sculpture measures 18 x 9 x 12.5
cm and weighs 1.25 kg.

AUCTIM

15

1 Casablanca Figures and sculptures Sculpture
lace seaters couple love couple couples friends
love

16

1 Tabletop Statue Manufactured by master craft
using high quality designer resin and Cold Cast
Bronze method
Cold Cast Bronze is the casting method to blend
bronze material and resin together to create
detailed images with metal surface
Exquisite details and bronze tone bring real image
to life!
Size(Inch):Height 6 1/4" Length 7 1/2" Width 3
3/4"
Packed with gift box and bottom covered with felt
to protect table top and display surfaces
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1 Art Sculpture Crafts Special Design: This
modern accessory image has a lovely abstract
design. This image provides the appeal of
anonymity from the side of the viewer, making it
more attractive to a wider audience and a great
addition to any household decor.
PREMIUM QUALITY: Hand painted figurine,
geometric gifts are made of the best polyresin.
Feature: Abstract art design, different levels,
simple and clear line circumference, strong
stereoscopic effect, strong texture, enjoy the
beauty of life, make your home simple and
individual.
Perfect gift: Whether for a birthday, Christmas or
any special occasion, deer images can be an
excellent gift for your family, children, lover,
friends and it can give them a lot of memory and
imagination. Also, it can be a souvenir .

105€

18

1 Sculpture Figurine Cow Material: copper
Size: approx. 12 x 6 x 8 cm.
Shape: The beautiful appearance ensures a
beautiful view. Suitable for interior decoration,
bedroom, living room, study, etc.
Gifts: the perfect gift for friends, family or
yourself, and add a wealth to the art collection to
celebrate special and precious moments of
housewarming, anniversary, birthday,
engagement or life.

320€

19

1 Metal Wall Decoration Unique design made of
metal, tree of life, dimensions: all parts 48 x 60
cm.
Colour: matte black, black textured static powder
coating.
Material: 1.5 mm thick steel
Product hang 1.5 cm from the wall.
Ready to hang: simply hang on the hidden
pendants. Each piece can hang on a single nail. -

320€
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20

1 Resin Sculpture 55x43x36 Cm Dimensions: 55 x
43 x 36 cm.
Weight: 6.8 kg.
Material:Mirror effect resin
Includes certificate of workmanship

1.925€

21

1 Resin Balloon Dog Craft Material: the raw
material of this Dog Resin Figurine Art Sculpture is
resin material, free from substances harmful to
human health, better protection and the health of
the family
Design: this handmade ornament dog adopts
Scandinavian style, and the electroplated
packaging has a bright shine, which is best suited
for home decoration
Best Gift: the Dog Ornaments Plating with a
simple North European style, is a great gift choice
for your friends, family and loved ones
Suitable for scenes: the ornamental ceramic
animal sculpture can be used on various
occasions, annual business meetings, classmates
reunions, birthday parties and friend gatherings.
Durable: Resin Dog Ornaments feet are very
stable and can be placed on any smooth surface.
The electroplating process can be anti-corrosion,
evenly stained and will not fade

55€

22

1 Statue sculpture Elegant Sculpture - Statues
decoration made of environmentally friendly and
healthy materials, do not worry about harming
your health.
Practical Decor: Sculpture decoration can add a
sense of sophistication to your living room,
bedroom,office decoration,garden decoration
Perfect design: State decoration simple and
unique shape, bright and lively colours, delicate
craftsmanship.
Wonderful gift: Perfect gift for mom, girlfriend,
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daughter, friend, colleague or any special person
you can imagine. Will also give her or him Add
one the taste and elegance of life
Professional After-Sales: If you have any questions
about our products, please contact us in time, we
will solve the problem for you immediately.

AUCTIM

23

1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Package:1pc The Resin
Statues Wrapped In Polyfoam And Super Safely
Packed In Mailbox.If The Product Is Broken,Please
Contact Us For A New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)
Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important
Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The
User's Taste And honor.

130€

24

1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Statue 12x9x24cm
Package:1pc The Resin Statues Wrapped In
Polyfoam And Super Safely Packed In Mailbox.If
The Product Is Broken,Please Contact Us For A
New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)

95€
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Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important
Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The
User's Taste And honor.
25

AUCTIM

1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Statue 12x12x37cm
Package:1pc The Resin Statues Wrapped In
Polyfoam And Super Safely Packed In Mailbox.If
The Product Is Broken,Please Contact Us For A
New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)
Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important
Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The
User's Taste And honor.
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26

1 Sculpture for Indoor and Outdoor
Eye-catcher – The Moai sculptures of the Easter
Island Rapa Nui stand for exotics, mysteries and
adventures. With its shape and size, this Moai
statue is ideal as an eye catcher. Provides the
natural environment feeling.
High-quality workmanship – get the ultimate
holiday feeling at home or in your garden with
these high-quality and authentic-crafted, large
figures.
Decorative Moai Rapa-Nui statue: with its
dimensions of 56 cm height, 25 cm width and 28
cm depth, the Moai statue impresses not only
with its size but also with its extraordinary look.
Durable sculpture – The sculpture is weather
and frost-resistant. Thanks to the robust
workmanship, you can also use this Easter Island
figure for outdoor use.
Authentic gift – even as a gift, the mysterious
sculptures are a great surprise

145€

27

1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Statue 12x8x22cm
Package:1pc The Resin Statues Wrapped In
Polyfoam And Super Safely Packed In Mailbox.If
The Product Is Broken,Please Contact Us For A
New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)
Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important
Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The

75€
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User's Taste And honor.
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1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Statue 17x8x31cm
Package:1pc The Resin Statues Wrapped In
Polyfoam And Super Safely Packed In Mailbox.If
The Product Is Broken,Please Contact Us For A
New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)
Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important
Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The
User's Taste And honor.

145€

29

1 Resin Abstract Sculpture Statue 19x13x18cm
Package:1pc The Resin Statues Wrapped In
Polyfoam And Super Safely Packed In Mailbox.If
The Product Is Broken,Please Contact Us For A
New one.
Made From Natural Sandstone And Resin,Solid
Structure And High Quality,Ecofriendly.Decoration:Fine Workmanship And Lifelike
Statue Is A Way To Beautify Your Personal
Space,Perfect Decoration For Upscale Hotel,Office
And Home decor.
Material:Resin Sculpture(High Quality,Ecofriendly,Exquisite Workmanship)
Perfect For All Establishments - The Animal
Decoration Craft Can Be Widely Used In Most
Occasion Such As
Canteens,Cafes,Tearooms,Hotels And Important

85€
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Events Like Wedding&birthday party.
Be Perfect As A Family Gift.It Goes Perfectly With
Any Decoration And Festival Settings,Have
Excellent Use At Any Family Gettogether,Restaurant,Formal Banquet.professional
Artist Design,The Details Lifelike,Highlight The
User's Taste And honor.

AUCTIM

30

1 Wall Decoration
Geometric Style - Create a modern atmosphere
in your home to decorate the living room with this
modern wall painting. Hung from the wall
There are many ways to feel comfortable in
your small apartment. You can start with the wall
decoration.
Perfect fit: this metal wall decoration fits
perfectly in the office and living room decoration,
bedroom decoration, children's room decoration
Do not feel that you are not decorating your
small spaces because there is no space in them.
Use the opportunity to decorate empty spaces
and create a fresh atmosphere.
If you value modern design and want to
highlight your home, this is a piece of jewellery
for you!

255€

31

1 Wall Sculpture
1. Metal wall decoration size: (143 cm x 60 cm /
56 x 24 inches) simple and luxurious. Use gold
colour to achieve a three-dimensional effect.
Suitable for any modern inspiration environment.
Made of durable iron metal material, it can serve
your home for many years.
2. As a wall art, display as a wall decoration in a
modern style home. Create a stylish look for your
living room, wall, home, restaurant, bar, office,
hotel and outdoors.
3. As a gift perfect for anyone who wants to
add a decorative wall of art to their home. Made
of durable iron metal material. This sculpture
decoration is a housewarming gift, business gift or
meaningful gift.
4. Crafts: this metal wall graphic has a
beautiful, colourful and shiny look. Wall art is the

405€
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life of the tree, with hard quality, good
workmanship and not easy to rust.
5. Service: 100% new quality, we attach great
importance to customer satisfaction, if you have
any questions, please contact us in time, we will
reply you within 24 hours, and we will serve you
with full heart.

AUCTIM

32

1 Modern garden sculpture
Product ID: 358-8
Size LWH: 19 x 26 x 31 cm Weight: 10 kg
material: solid cast stone, weatherproof and
frost resistant
Made in Germany

33

1 Wall Decoration Large
Modern art: wall tree decoration - wall
decoration for living room, bedroom, kitchen,
hallway or office. This stunning geometric animal
decoration is a perfect addition to all interiors and
fits perfectly into the design of any room.
Perfect gift: perfect gift for anyone who loves
nature decorations
EASY TO HANG - You can easily hang it with a
small pin (not included).
Size: 40 x 97.5 cm (each plate: 40 x 31 cm)
Colour: choose a colour according to our colour
chart
Material: 4 mm polywood, laser cut

80€

34

1 Wall Decoration Sculpture
Wall decoration climber figure: left hand
climbing sculpture x 1, right hand climbing
sculpture x 1, bungee jumping climbing sculpture
x 1, (material is resin)
Climbing sculpture large wall decoration: these
impressive climbing men sculptures are ideal for
any contemporary home. Very nice gift for a
mountaineer
Wall decoration climber: connected to different
heights, they create a stunning wall decoration,

230€
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increase your decoration and create a positive
atmosphere
Climbers decorative figures: this wall
decoration reflects real life, as bronze figure
represents the fight to make it through the
difficulties
Wonderful gift: this is an amazing gift for
someone who goes through a challenge, or you
could not read anything in and appreciate it for
the unique art
35

AUCTIM

1 Art Sculpture
This modern sculpture is a beautiful decoration:
thanks to its shape and style, this decorative
sculpture stimulates three figures in pose to think
where it delivers one or other conversation piece this artfully designed bust does not hear anything
- does not speak with its modern design.
Material: Bust the statue is made of particularly
high-quality resin: the pedestal is hollow inside:
size of the decorative figure (L x W x H) 29 x 9 x
28 cm, colour: bronze, white, beige, blue.
Modern decoration that works even after years:
this artfully designed bust does not hear anything,
does not speak with its modern design. With its
look, this vintage bust blends elegantly into the
ambience of the living room, bedroom, balcony,
office or garden and has an uplifting effect.
With protective knobs - A special extra of the
figure is the removable rubber nubs on the
bottom of the decorative figure, which protect
your interior from scratches: ideal for glass
showcase, shelf, chest of drawers, glass table and
windowsill
Special gift: the decorative and modern
decorative sculpture is also suitable as a highquality surprise or original gift idea for a loved
one or as a decoration for festive occasions such
as wedding, birthday, Christmas and anniversary.
Attribu
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1 Sculpture Art Indie Wall Decoration
Retro design: Mythical fantasy decoration that
creates a mysterious atmosphere in your room.
Can be used as a wall holder for light items as
keys or jewellery.
Handmade statues: Materials used are nontoxic varnishes made of polyurethane, acrylic,
matt and high gloss. Put it in your room and
decorate your room such as desk, table,
bookcase, shelf, dining table, bedside table. Let
your home (room) still have a beautiful landscape
Premium quality: Handmade from high quality
durable resin with exquisite detail. Unique
modelling design, simple design concept, fine and
exquisite workmanship. This is not only a product,
but also a combination of works of art with
fashionable charm, which brings aesthetic
enjoyment of life
Perfect gift: Great decoration piece for living
room, bedroom, kitchen, basement, hallway,
foyer, dining room, bathroom, indoor, outdoor,
indoor, outdoor, office and complements modern,
modern or traditional home decor.

60€

37

1 Sculpture Bull Statue Face Art
Feng Shui products explore the table
decoration of the NIU Ren doll.
High quality bronze craftsmanship, fine
workmanship.
Explore the Minotaurus for good luck and
prosperity
Symbol of development, exploration and
success.
Beautiful desk decoration, suitable for desk
decoration, family living room, bedroom and
bookcase decoration. Or the personal collection of
a bull addict

125€
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1 Gorilla Sculpture
Unique design: graffiti painting gorilla statue
decoration, simple and unique shape, bright and
vibrant colours, delicate craftsmanship, can add
an element of inspiration to any room, sculpture
decoration can add a sense of creativity to your
living room, bedroom, office decoration.
Materials - Interior decoration ornament is
made of high quality resin material, durable for
long service life. Every detail is shaped and
painted by hand, making life and delicate.
Indoor or outdoor decoration - dimensions: 6.29
inches x 11.41 inches x 10.82 inches H. You can
use it at home, desk or office decoration
anywhere.
Perfect gift: whether you have a hard core
statue aficionado that you must collect all or want
to give a gift that makes someone smile, this
Gorilla art sculpture is perfect for any occasion
and any friend.

39

1 Denker Sculpture Resin Statue Abstract
character sculpture, decorative art abstract,
unique thinker with hollow design attracts
everyone of the eyes to make your life refined.
A person carved, what does he think about? As a
decoration, it can improve the taste. The
simplicity of shape and the lack of facial
expressions that communicate even without
words
Made of environmentally friendly resin, feels
delicate and comfortable. The best choice for
home decoration.
Suitable for any scene, home, office, study, club
house, perfect souvenir, collectibles, gifts.
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1 Handmade Silent Men Statues
Made of high-quality polyresin, 100% brand
new with high quality. Non-toxic, environmentally
friendly.
Dimensions: 14 x 12 x 34 cm (5.5 x 4.7 x 13.5
inches). Net weight: 1.05 kg.
Modern and creative finger mark markings,
men's figure face statue. Made of environmentally
friendly resin and sandstone.
Designed by senior artists and handmade by
specialists, fine workmanship. A nice decoration
for living room, study, bedroom or office on the
desk.
Package: 1 piece. The face statues are wrapped
in poly foam and are super securely packed in a
letterbox. If the product is defective, please
contact us for a new one.

75€

41

1 Sculpture Decoration Modern
Unique design - The handmade figures keep
the secrets of the viewer and are the guardian of
thousands of mysteries - a mysterious work of art
that stimulates the imagination of the viewer and
provides relaxing peace in your bedroom!
Material - The elegant decorative figures are
made of high-quality resin in the colours gold. The
dimensions of a sculpture 14 cm high and 6 cm
wide
Beautiful decoration for your home – highquality decorative items to enhance a special
place in the house: looks great as a standalone
decoration or as a design option for glass display
cabinet, shelf, chest of drawers, deco table and
windowsill
Special gift - The beautiful set of these statues
is particularly suitable as a decorative surprise for
a loved one
Perfectto24 promise - Our sculptures didn't
convince you 100%? No problem! We will refund
you 100% the full value of goods without ifs &
buts! Shipped from Germany

80€
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1 TOOATRS Decorative Sculpture
Es wird durch Eisenstangen geflochten, was
Stetigkeit und Mode zeigt.
Der schöne und umweltfreundliche farbige Lack
garantiert, dass es weder Rost noch verblassen
wird.
Die Modellierung mit stabilen Basis ist
exaggerative und mit voller Schwung.
Geeignet für die Innendekoration :
Schlafzimmer, Wohnzimmer, Arbeitszimmer, usw.

120€

43

1 Handmade Silent Men Statues Made of highquality polyresin, 100% brand new with high
quality. Non-toxic, environmentally friendly.
Dimensions: 14 x 12 x 34 cm (5.5 x 4.7 x 13.5
inches). Net weight: 1.05 kg.
Modern and creative finger mark markings, men's
figure face statue. Made of environmentally
friendly resin and sandstone.
Designed by senior artists and handmade by
specialists, fine workmanship. A nice decoration
for living room, study, bedroom or office on the
desk.
Package: 1 piece. The face statues are wrapped in
poly foam and are super securely packed in a
letterbox.

75€

44

1 Living Room Statues Material: Made of high
quality ceramic, perfect for decorating a living
room. When you place it in a place with good
light, it reflects bright colours to attract your
attention, making it a great eye-catcher in your
home.
Very beautiful sculpture, the combination of two
bright colours does not contrast, but underlines
the unique beauty. The two horns are intertwined
like a couple in love and cannot be separated.
The small size of the unique abstract ceramic
figure decoration is 6.7 x 2.36 x 10.63 inches (the
large size is 6.3 x 2.36 x 12.2 inches)
With protective knobs, beautiful and stylish home
decoration, these protect your interior from
scratches, great for any occasion, it can be table

85€
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decorations for dining room or living room or
office, also as a gift for business gifts or for your
friend.
Simple and timeless, if you are looking for the
perfect gift for a wedding, anniversary, birthday,
housewarming or Mother's Day, this figure is
guaranteed to put a smile on everyone's face.

AUCTIM

45

1 Casablanca Skulptur Assistance, 43 cm,
grau/bronze

46

1 Silent Men Statues
Suitable size: 27 x 10 x 10 cm. The product
material is environmentally friendly resin with
strong plasticity, high surface quality, good
flexibility, corrosion resistance, aging protection,
long service life, comfortable and universal. The
shape is simple and unique, the colours are bright
and vibrant, it is worth collecting.
Beautiful decorative statue: the perfect
combination of art and fashion, elegant and
simple design, very suitable for placing on the
shelf of office and home decoration. Simple and
exquisite, with the romantic and warm style of
nobilities of modern and simple life, it brings a
different luminous point to the home. It is also a
perfect gift for friends or family.
Retro style: simple and unique style. This cool
sculpture can be placed anywhere, such as
shelves on the wall of your living room, wedding
room decoration, desk, bedroom. Art brightens
life and brings artistic light to the busy and
exhausted city.
Fine craftsmanship: natural resin is used as the
main material, which is shaped by casting with a
unique shape and exquisite craftsmanship.
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Thicker design, more texture and weight. Non-slip
floor cushion, safe and stable.
Unique design: handmade abstract art,
exquisite artwork. The old-fashioned retro style,
whether living room, study, office or cafe, is a
beautiful landscape. If you encounter any
problems, please contact us in time, we will do
our best to solve the problems you encounter!

AUCTIM

47

1 Art Statue Elaborate design: every detail is
presented by careful design. The unique style
stands for the emphasis of the owner on high
quality of life
High Quality: High quality statues are exquisite
decorative sculptures and their lifelike
appearance reflects our exquisite modelling skills
and extreme demands.
Special Craft: The delicate surface treatment, the
special artistic sense and the slightly different
craftsmanship make each product unique.
Multi-scene application: it is simple but very
attractive, suitable for decorating living room,
bedroom, etc.

90€

48

1 Art Gift Sculpture
The surface is smooth, the edge is smooth, the
base is non-slip.
It is a unique ornament that is placed on the
desk to decorate your living room, room, study,
office, studio, etc. It brings many fantasies such
as an elegant beauty, a handsome man and a
thinker.
An interesting and cool mask decoration to
attract everyone who sees them and praise your
vision and choice! Every compliment will make
you very happy.
The unique artistic design of abstract signs and
smooth curves, even if there is only one contour
shape, stimulates people's imagination.
The role of a decorative ornament has a special
meaning in addition to decoration. Nowadays,
people have too many worries. We often need a
quiet world. We have to think more about things.

70€
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Perhaps we have surprising discoveries!

AUCTIM

49

1 Dog Sculpture
Product material: made of resin, durable, easy
to clean. Removable tray made of stainless steel.
QOCO
Best home decor: can be placed in your room
to refresh the decor appeal of short rooms.
Decorative figure, desk storage, piggy bank, coin
bank.
Wonderful decoration: perfect for decoration,
art collection, birthday gift, shop, door entrance,
jewellery storage tray, etc.
Widely used: for storing porch or desktop
deposits. Used as a waste bin or candy box that
can store mobile phones, keys, glasses, remote
controls, etc.
Easy to carry: you can place it anywhere in the
house, I think you can feel the atmosphere it
brings. You can give this as the most exquisite gift
to your favourite friends and family.

50

1 Face Sculpture
Functional decoration: those elegant abstract
face art sculptures can be used as jewellery, such
dining table centrepieces are really perfect
interpretation of the highest level of practicality
and beauty.
Quality material: built of high quality
environmentally friendly polyresin, odourless,
non-rust and durable.
Abstract face sculpture figure: unique and hard
to find, accurate details handmade with highquality statue.
Decor collectible: figures are suitable for home
or office decoration, can decorate your living
room, bedroom, bathroom, bookshelf, TV cabinet,
bedside tables, coat piece, tabletop etc.
Best gift: this gift is exactly what you need for
Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Christmas,
birthday, wedding, promotions, or anniversary. It
is the perfect gift for mum, sister, friend,
daughter, children, wife, lover.
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1 Crystal Ceiling Light Elegant design: chandelier
with crystal pendant. Elegant design of these
crystal chandelier with octagonal crystal bead and
embedded crystal ball, the triangular cord crystal
rods form a bright, quiet wind chime on this
chandelier. Crystal balls ensure effective light
refraction High-quality materials guarantee great
light effects and a long service life
Comfortable lighting: 8 x G9 bulbs required max.
100 W high quality. It consists of K9 crystal balls
and bright stainless steel, clear glass more
transparent and safer. Safety and energy saving
CE certification the use of short circuit protection,
overload protection to ensure complete safety. (★
Bulb not included)
Easy installation: all installation, hardware and
installation instructions are included in the box.
Assembly required (including hanging the crystal
on the silver plate) but easy to install and all
mounting parts and detailed assembly
instructions included (English language not
guaranteed)
Widely used: chandelier made of sparkling
crystals, bright and solid for bedroom, living room,
hallway, dining room and kitchen. Our lamps are
carefully manufactured to the highest quality and
will brighten up any room you enter, whether in
the living room or bedroom

265€

52

1 Pendant Light Unique design: this hanger
consists of 42 white acrylic round with a 350 cm
long cable (height adjustable), which creates a
harmonious atmosphere in any room thanks to its
soft shapes and warm lighting.
Light: this suspension creates a warm white light
that creates a warm and lively atmosphere in your
rooms. The LEDs have a power of 2000 lumens for
3000 Kelvin.
Eye protection: Compared to other LEDs, our
ceiling light is covered with a professional
designer lens, which makes the light source softer
and more balanced and protects your eyes from
hard and dazzling light sources. No IR or UV
radiation, no noise, no strobe.

1.095€
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Easy installation: thanks to the unique installation
method of this lamp, you do not need any help
from the electrician. It is very convenient for one
person to install the lamp independently. .
Wide range of applications: perfect for ceilings,
hotels, offices, living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens,
hallways, hallways, shops.

AUCTIM

53

1 Colourful Bubble Ball Lamp handelier Creative
Salon Restaurant Children's Room Stained Glass
Ball Personalised Chandelier Living Room
Bedroom Kitchen Baby Room Shopping Mall
Clothing Shop Decoration and Lighting.
Product size: single ball diameter 12 cm, hanging
length 100 cm (adjustable).
High transmission glass lampshade, light
transmission as high as 96%, soft lighting, no
shine, no dark area, energy-saving LED SMD light
source, no dark radiation, no flash, high-quality
iron suction top plate, the use of paint technology,
hard corrosion resistance, durable.
Suitable for use in rooms, children's rooms,
clothing shops, hotels, balconies, small living
rooms, restaurants, study, living room, kitchen,
shopping mall, clothing shop, cafe and other
places.

345€

54

1 Chandelier Industrial Loft Light High quality
material, thick resin material, which not only
improves the stability of the lamp, but also makes
the antlers more realistic. You can have a sense of
security and beauty at the same time
Chandelier size L 78 cm x H 47 cm, chain hanging
50 cm, material: solid wood + iron + fabric,
robust, corrosion-resistant, scratch-resistant, and
environmentally friendly. Energy efficiency class:
A++
Type of light source International E14 bulb socket,
voltage: 110-240V, power: maximum 40W, can be
installed with incandescent bulbs, energy-saving
bulbs and LED bulbs. You can choose according to
your different needs
Uses: creative design and retro style chandeliers
are suitable for all interiors such as living room,

450€
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dining room, kitchen, bedroom, dining room,
balcony, hotel, bar, cafe, etc.

AUCTIM

55

1 Gold Nordic Pendant Light Sputnik chandelier: 7
light sputnik chandelier gold is made of highquality metal, classic galvanised brass finish,
stylish and beautiful, corrosion, rust and oxidation
resistant, strong and durable.
Unique design: 6 lamp arms can be rotated 90
degrees, the unique shape breaks through visual
conventions and leads the fashion trend of
modern lights. The modern style of this gold
chandelier fits all styles: modern, retro and urban
styles.
Easy to install: this modern gold chandelier
contains all mounting parts for quick and easy
installation - all arms are pre-wired, simply tighten
the 6 lamp arms to install them.
Height adjustable: the chandelier bedroom has 2
extension rods and the mounting height can be
7.87 inches or 11.81 inches. It can be installed on
a flat, curved or slanted ceiling. The adjustable
height is very suitable for dining room, living
room, bedroom, kitchen, office, study and
farmhouse.
Dimmable: the golden chandelier can be used
with dimmable bulbs and dimmable switches to
achieve a dimmer function. It fits E27 base,
compatible with LED, edison, incandescent bulb,
halogen lamp, etc. (60 W max, bulbs and dimmer
not included)

285€

56

1 Hanging Lamp 1. Creative design: tired of
decoration, complicated and modest? This lamp is
practical, simplifies the living room and is simple
and bright. If you like minimalism, you can stay
here for a while. It is perfect for interior lighting
with an attractive look and the highlight of the
day with its bright lights to treat charming
atmosphere
2. Size: D x 60 cm H 40 cm, wire height hanging:
120 cm (adjustable), colour: black gold, lamp
body process: all colours are sealed with glaze to
prevent oxidation and fading: specifications of the

460€
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light source: LED
3. Material: lamp body made of galvanised iron +
LED reflector + iron body light + inner cover
made of iron reflector. Simplified lights, half metal
and the other half inspire creative collisions
4. Applicable occasion: it is the perfect size to
install in the living room, bedroom, kitchen, dining
room, dining room, dining table, hallway, attic, a
bar, balcony, staircase, restaurant, office, cafe,
etc
5. 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

AUCTIM

57

1 White Light Hanging Lamp Modern and simple
chandelier, 16 white glass globe lampshades are
arranged and combined using a G4 base with 16
LED 5W warm white light sources. This creates a
warm and romantic atmosphere, which makes it
an excellent lighting and decoration product for
indoor use.
You can choose from two golden and black
products, size: 100 cm x 23 cm, with two arms 20
cm and 30 cm. You can choose whether you want
to install only one or both of your needs.
The body of this chandelier is made of highquality iron with fine texture, exquisite
workmanship, excellent load capacity and
durability. The glass shade allows light to pass
through evenly and softly and is easy to clean.
The exquisite chandelier is versatile and suitable
for bedroom, living room, dining room, dining
table, dining room, corridor, hotel, bar, cafe, etc.

605€

58

1 Ceiling Light DESIGN:The crystal chandelier is
hung with crystal clear meteor shaped balls, each
crystal ball has different bubbles in it, the whole
chandelier looks elegant and romantic, amazing
from every perspective. Specially designed for
staircase, entrance, foyer and house with different
heights of ceilings.
MATERIAL & WEIGHT: High quality stainless steel
ceiling canopy, strong load capacity, color is
chrome plated. The transparent crystal ball has
strong light transmission. The hanging wires are
strong and firm.

400€
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Wide application: a real eye-catcher at night and
pretty to look at even in daylight. It is a stunning
light for our hotels villas Staircase Hallway
stairwell.
Easy installation: no need to connect beads. All
mounting parts and instructions for quick
installation are included. You save time and look
forward to your new decoration.
Product Specification: Power: Max.40W
Parameters: GU10*5Lamp Socket: E27×1

AUCTIM

59

1 Pendant Light Features & Functions: Design
with sleek light arms, 50 secure gold plated
fittings and work with the E14 Edison light bulbs.
This unique ceiling light is often installed in
restaurants, hotel lobbies, cafes, living rooms,
dining rooms and bars to provide the functions of
lighting and decoration.
Size:This pendant light comes with a relatively
small package, but a reasonable size for home
decoration. Measures 39.37 inches/100 cm in light
width, 31.49 inches/80 cm in height. Irradiation
range: 20-30 square metres. We also accept OEM
manufacturing. Please contact us by email if you
have an idea for design.
Light source: works under voltage of 220-240V,
with max. Compatible wattage of the bulbs is 40
W, industrial wall lights work well with all
incandescent or LED lamps with standard E14
socket (bulb not included).
Tips: Please turn off the power when you
assemble this hard wired light. We also supply
other ceiling lights, vintage pendant lights,
industrial chandeliers and wall lights for your
choice.

500€

60

1 Chandelier Lamp
MODERN AND ELEGANT HOME DECOR DESIGN: It
is recommended to use this lamp to decorate your
living room, bedroom, dining room, kitchen,
bathroom, living room, corridor, office, girl's room,
children's room, etc.
Lifetime Customer Service: If there are quality
problems or you are not satisfied with the

375€
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purchase, please feel free to contact us. We
guarantee a 100% satisfaction rate.
Lamp Information: Type of bulb: E27 (bulb not
included): Colour: White.
Modern design: the beautiful pendant light adds
an elegant touch to any room and combines it
with classic in a modern way that will easily mix
with the existing style.
Eye protection design: light visual uniformity,
keep the eyes away from flickering, create a
perfect living environment in your home.

AUCTIM
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1 Pendant Lamp Industrial hanging light: 10 heads
can hang in different places, and each wire is 64.9
inches / 165 cm, can adjust the drop length and
model for your preference.
Voltage: 110V-240V for UK Wattage: 40 W/pc,
socket E27, bulb not included. Lamp available
type: LED, CFL, incandescent bulbs.
Material: ceramic lamp holder, iron painting, PVC
wire: color black. Installation: fixed cable.
Chandelier vintage multiple adjustable flush
mount design, simple structure, retro style,
smooth lines, best for your home decoration.
Recommended room fit living room, kitchen,
dining room, bedroom, study, office.

100€

62

1 Crystal Table Lamp 12-colour light and 5
brightness: there are 12 light colours that can be
switched as desired, e.g. B. Green, Blue, Red, Pink
and so on. The diamond bedside light has 5
brightness levels, you can also use the remote
control to adjust the brightness according to your
wishes and meet your different occasions.
4 Usage Mode: Flash mode, strobe mode, fade
mode, smooth mode, you can choose when you
set the light with the remote control for the
diamond desk lights. A variety of options, there is
always one you like.
Transparent Lamp Body: The multi-faceted prism
design makes the light shine like a diamond. The
refractive crystal lights are bright and colourful
and highlight the beautiful temperament.
High Light Transmission: The shell of the crystal

65€
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bedside lamp is made of high quality PC material,
which is sturdy and durable and not easy to
damage. The PC case with high light
transmittance and high quality LED components
ensure transparency and vivid RGB color.
Wide application: the table lamp with crystal clear
design and charming lighting creates a romantic
and warm scene, which is very suitable as stylish
lighting for decorating rooms, dining rooms and
living rooms. Whether it's a date or a family
dinner, it can amaze you.

AUCTIM
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1 Floor Lamp Suitable for LED light bulbs 1 x E27
Max. 60 W (bulbs are not included).
Material: Cap - Plastic / Bow - Stainless steel /
Floor base - Marble (height approx. 35 mm).
The lampshade is movable so you can turn the
lamp very easily.
Model A is height adjustable from 145-220 cm /
diameter of base and cap: 30 cm. Cable length: 5
m. Weight: approx. 8 kg.
Model B is height adjustable from 130 - 180 cm /
Diameter of base and cap: 25 cm. Cable length:
4.5 m. Weight: approx. 7 kg.

200€

64

1 Wall Light Material:Metal Color:Black Size: 12 x
15 cm (W x H), base diameter: 12 cm. Cable
length: 1.8m Style: Nordic Perfect for living room,
bedroom, bathroom, hallway, balcony, stairs, etc.
Light Source: Compatible with all incandescent
bulbs, LED bulb, halogen, compact fluorescent
bulbs with E27 base. The available power of the
bulb is max. 60 W. (The bulbs are not included)
EASY INSTALLATION: This black wall spotlight
comes with full accessories and instructions. It is
easy to install and install (can be installed with or
without switch).
ADJUSTABLE ANGLE: The lampshade imitates the
classic reading lamp and can be freely rotated
270° to adjust the lighting direction.

115€
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1 Mouse Table Lamp ELEGANT APPEARANCE: resin
mouse table lamp, there are standing sitting and
lying mouse lamps to choose from. Modern resin
mouse light, the stylish and trendy appearance of
this modern lamp highlights the beauty of your
home.
Plug-in wall light: easy on/off switch. Easy to
control, just an on/off switch on the power cord,
enjoy a simple desk lamp. Mouse lamp, the resin
is of high quality, industrially stable and thick,
bright, durable, mouse shaped lamp, often
durable and easy to assemble.
Practical side table lamp: the desk and table lamp
has a practical on/off switch on the power cable,
which allows the device to be easily switched on
and off without the need for a wall switch to get
up and down. It is also lightweight and sits well on
side tables to give light without taking up too
much space.
Applicable occasions: this modern table lamp is
best suited for bedroom, living room, baby room,
office, yoga studio, children's room, chest of
drawers, coffee table, college dorm, cafe,
bookshelf in your library or cave.
Reminder: mouse lamp, LED night light is not only
an ideal light to fall asleep, but also a great
decoration during the day. Mouse shaped table
lamp, sleep in soft light and feel more comfortable
in the dark.

70€

66

1 Table Lamp Lampshade height: 18 cm, width:
20.5 cm, total height: 43 cm, thread: E27 (bulb is
not included), cable length: 1.5 m.
Flexible set-up – can be used anywhere, such as
on the chest of drawers, the bedside table.
Feel-good atmosphere – set up, turn on and enjoy
peace or favourite book.
Lamp base: giraffe. Lampshade: round.
The lamp has a switch on the cable for convenient
switching on and off.

175€

67

1 Wall Light INNOVATIVE DESIGN - Made from

175€
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resin, inspired by a decorative monkey figure with
bulb. The monochrome light has the dimensions
of 350 mm width and 700 mm height.
Plug and switch: red cable with switch for
convenient on/off of the light, length 160 cm. With
the EU plug, you can connect your cable directly
to a 230 V socket.
E27 socket: mono wall light integrated an E27
socket. The E27 LED lamp is not included. The
maximum power of the mono lamp is 60W.
Easy to install: simply attach the hands and feet
of the monkey to the wall with the two screws
provided, then plug the plug into a 220V socket to
turn it on.
A spectacular piece as original decorative lighting
for entrance, office, bedroom, living room, studio,
exotic style, shops, restaurants, zoo etc. Brighten
up your interior with a unique and original design.

AUCTIM
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1 Monkey Lamp Nice monkey, the light bulb
design table lamp in gold.
Monkey lamp dimensions: height 31 cm x width
28 cm x length 31 cm.
Bulb type: 1 x max. Power 40W E27 filament or
the corresponding LED lamp is required - the lamp
is not included.
Material: the Monkey table lamp made with resin
painted technology.
Perfect for lounges, hallways, bedrooms and other
living areas.

150€

69

1 LED Ceiling Light Modern chic design: fashion
design, bubble acrylic, high light transmittance,
high light refraction, luxury decoration, metal
bracket, very stable, create a warm and peaceful
atmosphere for your home or office.
High quality ceiling light: high quality metal and
acrylic, faded prevention, easy to clean and better
light transmission and heat dissipation. 50,000
hours. The LED ceiling light adapts perfectly to
your ceiling.
Energy-saving: comes with the LED light strip, can
be bright as long as it is on, no need for bulbs
anymore. Thanks to the use of modern LED

150€
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technology, low power consumption, it can save
more than 80% energy compared to conventional
bulbs. High quality LED chip energy saving strip
(permanent installation)
Specifications: Total size: 60 cm x 40 cm x 15.24
cm: Diameter of the large circle: 25 cm: Diameter
of the small circle: 18 cm: Diameter of ceiling
plate: 23 cm: Wattage: 40 W: CCT 6000 K:
Material: Acrylic + Metal + LED Strip
High-quality product.

AUCTIM

70

1 Chandelier Lamp Long
Material: stainless steel and crystal glass.
Crytal glass droplets make your home shine.
Lamp type: 4 GU10 lamps, max. (Includes
bulb). Voltage: 220V-240V. Compatible with many
types of lamps: energy saving lamps, LED lamps,
halogen lamps, etc.
Size: diameter 40 cm, height 120 cm.
Suggested room size: bedroom, living room and
so on. In the light, multifaceted clear crystal balls
and beads radiate charm like a dream of light.
High-quality luxurious, beautiful rainfall design,
sparkles from every angle, wonderful candlestick.
I can recommend it to anyone who has the house
with high ceilings and stairs, etc.
Requires self-assembly by the customer
according to the instructions. It is easy to install.
Follow the instructions for installing the lighting
exactly. In case of damaged or missing parts
during transport, a replacement can be arranged.
Please contact us to replace the parts in time.

675€

71

1 LED Ceiling Light Including high quality energy
saving LED lamp (not interchangeable), the rings
are rotatable and the height is adjustable
We hold a very strict quality control system to
check every connector of our products for your
safty
Material: K9 Crystal, Stainless Steel, superior
quality, attractive appearance
Easy to install: you can install it yourself,
instructions and all components included to install
directly into ceiling fixture

255€
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Sugges room fit: living room, hallway, kids room,
study room/Office, Kitchen, Dining Room,
Bedroom, Living Room

AUCTIM

72

1 LED Ceiling Lamp Material: anti-rust stainless
steel, crystal glass, Protection type: IP20,
Protection class: Class I, Energy efficiency class:
A++ to E.
Light source: The crystal ceiling light needs 9 x G9
/ 6 x GU10 LED bulbs, Operating voltage: 220–240
V, Max. 40/50 W. (G9 / GU10 LED bulbs not
included in the package contents).
Size: 45 x 45 x 25 / 50 x 50 x 70 cm. The
installation of the crystal ceiling lamp is simple
and detailed steps are also written on the manual.
Suitable areas: Bright interior lighting, decorative
hanging lamp is perfect for living room, bedroom,
dining room, hotel, restaurant, cafe, bar etc.
We produce only good quality in order to create a
high level of user friendliness.

190€

73

1 Luxury Decorative Ceiling Light Type:
Modern/Luxury: Material: Crystal: Size:
D30*H35cm: Weight: 2.35kg: Number of light
sources: E14*3 (No bulbs included).
Technology: with the latest technology, through
several quality tests, appearance and internal
small details are perfect, anti-corrosion, anti-rust.
Light: The light source can be replaced freely,
simple and convenient: the light is broken by the
crystal, beautiful and stylish.
Use: living room, children's room, dining room,
bedroom, restaurant, hotel, bar, hallway, etc.
Note: not suitable for installation in damp rooms
such as bathrooms to avoid leakage caused by
water vapour.

125€

74

1 Chandelier Maria Theresa Chandelier Maria
Theresa 28 arms in chrome 95 cm/Diameter with
high quality Vkristall
95X95X90 CM (L x W x H), Kettung approx. 70 cm
Super fast shipping
Ideal for bedroom, Halle, toilet, kitchen or living

2.460€
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room
Suitable for LED

AUCTIM

75

1 Ceiling Light Double Mirror We use a highquality metal base to ensure the life of the
product. What you receive is the perfect light for
high-quality and decorative homes.
Exquisite crystals: each crystal is cut with perfect
craftsmanship. After many experiments, we have
selected the most beautiful crystal combination,
which not only gives you the best look and
maximum brightness.
Size and diameter: oval 80 cm x 33 cm, maximum
suspension: height adjustable from 50 cm to 150
cm, the recommended distance to the floor is 200
cm.
Crystal chandelier fits your dining room, living
room, bedroom, kitchen island, hotel, aisle, stairs,
foyer, hallway, office, attic, patio, restaurant, cafe,
bar.

675€

76

1 Spiral Crystal Pendant Lamp Dimensions: Width
= 30 cm: Length = 30 cm:: display = 80 cm
material: Stainless Steel/K9 Glitter Sparkling
Crystal, Metal
Input Voltage: 210 ~ 240 V. Socket: 3x GU10
max. 50 W (a)
This light is suitable for light bulb type GU10 the
following energy efficiency rating: D to a + +.
Supplied at transport (No assembly required –
assembly required).Installation: dependent on
dexterity, at least 60 min. Light Bulb NOT included
in delivery.
features/features: high-quality K9 crystal glass
with glitter sparkling Super – Absolute brilliance.

190€
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AUCTIM
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1 LED Crystal Chandelier Light LED chandelier:
modern crystal rings pendant light, light colour:
cool white, warm white, changeable
Crystal chandeliers: soft natural brightness,
natural colour, a wider range of applications.
Perfect light distribution, do not harm your eyes.
Environmental protection and low energy
consumption.
DIY multiple shapes: ceiling light mounting 2/3
circle ring of diameter is 7.8 inches - 11.8 inches 15.7 inches, pendant light is adjustable cable
length, height adjustable from 11.8 inches to 47.2
inches for sloping / low / high ceiling height
Suggested space: chandelier lighting for living
room, dining room, hotel, island, foyer, bedroom,
office, girl's room, children's room, large foyer,
formal dining room, funky apartment, salon,
restaurant, etc
Modern LED ceiling light: modern, beautiful ring
LED crystal chandelier design will never be
outdated. Simply elegant, suitable for the living
design of classic, luxury, transitional ceilings,
low/high ceilings, sloping roofs, etc.

250€

78

1 Black Wrought Iron Large Ceiling Light Size:
lampshade shade diameter 1050 mm, lampshade
shade height 900 mm, chain hanging chain 2 m
(adjustable)
Lamp holder: E27, voltage: 220V, power: max
40W x 26 (bulbs not included)
Material: iron, style: traditional, retro, rustic,
classic.
Recommended room size: 10-30 m². It is the
perfect light to install in the bedroom, living room,
bars, hotels, karaoke, restaurant, cafe,
showrooms and other decorative lighting.

455€

79

1 Flower Crystal Ceiling Light Mini chandelier:
warm white (2500 K - 3500 K). Material is crystal
and acrylic and stainless steel
Small chandelier features: large grain crystals,
unique star shape.Practical and
beautiful.Recommended room area:5-10㎡
Ceiling light data: length: 23 cm (9.1 inches) x
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height: 10.65 cm (4.1 inches), ceiling size: 15 cm
(5.9 inches). Max: 29 W. Voltage: 85-265 V. Bulb
type: single chips.
Recommended space: children's room, hallway,
porch, living room, bedroom, dining room, foyer,
farmhouse, bar, restaurants, galleries, hotel, cafe,
office, etc.

AUCTIM

80

1 Crystal Raindrop Light Unique crystal glass
design: never chip, fade or tarnish. This unique
type of chandelier light functions crystal tube is
shiny, crystal home decor.
Fixture dimensions: height 40 cm x diameter 32
cm. Ceiling plate dimensions: diameter 11 cm x
height 8 cm with adjustable hanging chain,
maximum length is 100 cm.
Working Voltage:220-240V Lamp base: 1 x E27
bulb required (not included). Compatible with
many types of bulbs: dimmable blubs, energysaving bulbs, LED bulbs, halogen bulbs etc.
Recommended space: the Bestier Cheeky Reich
candlestick is perfect for dining rooms,
bathrooms, bedrooms and living rooms.

150€

81

1 Chandelier Ceiling Light Ceiling light crystal
brass for your home
Chandelier in L x W x H: 32 x 32 x 30.5 cm, 3 kg
Ceiling light crystal possible LED / conventional
light bulb operated, bulb not included
Socket: for 3 x E14, max. 40 W
Protection class: IP20

120€

82

1 Crystal Ceiling Light with Bulbs Dimmable
option, bright, pleasant light, reduction of eye
fatigue, protection of vision
Luxury shape, beautiful and elegant
LED light source, long service life, energy saving,
low heat, healthy environment, high colour
rendering
Can be used for different environments such as
hotel, living room, bedroom, restaurant, etc.

560€
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1 Table Hanging Light Modern 6-light crystal
chandelier glass: to meet your lighting needs. The
fine crystal glass gives your room cosy elegance.
crystal beads ensure effective light refraction.
Crystal chandelier combines with your furniture,
absolutely suitable for your living room, bedroom,
foyer, etc.
Crystal hanging ceiling light can enhance your
living space: classic pendant light hangs from you,
for example, above the table. It is a real eyecatcher and enhances your living room. Elegant
candlestick looks beautiful, which makes you
happy every day
Dimensions of the dining table pendant light
silver: size: 60.96 cm L x 60.96 cm W x 65.02 cm
H. Ceiling canopy: diameter 11.94 cm. Chain
length: 89.92 cm. Adjustable, min. total height:
69.09 cm. Chain and wire are included
Suggested lamp type: each E14 bulb suitable for
beautiful ceiling light lighting --- LED, CFL,
halogen lamp, light bulb etc. (bulb not included)
Easy to install: with a detailed instruction manual
and all parts for faster and easier installation. So
it is no problem to reach quickly

325€

84

1 LED Square Crystal Ceiling Light Lighting
dimensions: overall size: 34 cm L x 34 cm W x 6.5
cm H, single ring size: 14 cm L x 14 cm W. This
crystal light is designed according to modern style
and combines the features of modern and retro, is
an excellent idea for most scenes, such as living
room, bedroom, hallway, hotel etc.
Chandelier dimensions: overall size 34 cm L x 34
cm W x 6 cm H, the size of a single square 14 cm
L x 14 cm W. This crystal light is designed
according to the modern style and combines the
features of modern and retro. is an excellent idea
for most scenes, such as living room, bedroom,
hallway, hotel etc.
Built-in LED chip: This modern crystal chandelier
has a new built-in LED chip light source, no
additional bulbs required, high brightness, energy
saving and environmentally friendly, with an
average life of 50,000 hours, without UV or IR

190€
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radiation. The soft light protects your eyes when
reading and other activities, reduces eye fatigue
and protects vision.
With 3 colour temperatures: 3000K warm white,
4000K natural white, 6500K cool white. You can
create the desired atmosphere according to your
needs by simply pressing the switch.

AUCTIM

85

1 Chandelier Ceiling Light
This chandelier with crystal and sparkling
beads is sure to create a stunning look and will be
an eye-catcher in your home!
Colour: Golden (lamp base) + Transparent
(beads): Material: Metal (lamp base) + Acrylic
(beads): Dimensions: 38 x 42 cm (diameter x
height)
You can choose and install E14 bulbs with
different light colours to create an atmosphere of
relaxation and tranquillity. Please note that the
bulbs are not included
With the included mounting materials, you can
easily and safely mount and secure the pendant
lamp.

170€

86

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Item dimensions] width =
64 cm, length = 64 cm, :: display = 54 cm. The
romantic Carolina chandelier enchants your living
rooms with its unique, timeless elegance and
immerses them in an effective atmosphere.
Material : K9 sparkling glass crystals/glass.
Decorated with decorative, sparkling glass
crystals, this ceiling light exudes a cosy
atmosphere in your home.
Input voltage: 210 - 240 V. Socket: 5x E14 max.
25 W (one per one, bulbs are replaceable).
This light is suitable for light bulbs type E14 in
energy efficiency classes: E to A++. Delivered in
transport condition (not assembled - assembly
required. Installation time: depending on dexterity
- at least 45 minutes. Light bulb not included.
Special features: high-quality K9 glittering
sparkling glass crystals - absolute brilliance. This
creates beautiful light effects thanks to the
elegant polished boxes, which effectively reflect

240€
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the light.

AUCTIM

87

1 Ceiling Light Pendant Lamp Dimensions: Width
= 50 cm::: Length:: display = 80 cm
material: Chrome Metal/K9 crystal glass with
glitter Funkelde Super/Glass
Input Voltage: 210 ~ 240 V. Socket: 5 x G9 max.
25 W (a)
This light is suitable for bulbs Bulb Type G9 in
energy efficiency rating: D to a + +. This light
comes with light bulbs in energy efficiency class
(C). Supplied at transport (No assembly required –
assembly required). Installation: dependent on
dexterity, at least 45 minutes Supplied with lamp.
features/features: high-quality K9 crystal glass
with glitter sparkling Super – Absolute brilliance.

310€

88

1 Crystal Chandelier Ceiling Light Unique crystal
glass design: never splinter, fade or tarnish. This
unique type of chandelier light functions Crystal
Tube is shiny, crystal home decor.
Fixture dimensions: height 25 cm x diameter 40
cm.
Bulb Base: 9 E14 bulbs are required (not
included). Compatible with many types of bulbs:
dimmable blubs, energy saving bulbs, LED buldb,
halogen bulbs etc.
Recommended room fit: the chandelier is perfect
for dining room, bathroom, bedroom and living
room.
Securely packed and relatively easy to install. It
only takes a few minutes to light up your room! In
stock in the UK and met by Amazon to guarantee
fast delivery and quality!

365€

89

1 Spiral Glass Pendant Ceiling Light Lamp SUN-E
collections! The modern chandelier made of
crystal clear glass is set with crystal and
candelabra bulbs, nothing is as elegant as the
crystal chandeliers that celebrate the shine of the
evenings in palaces and houses.
Material: maple leaf shape K9 crystal, glass,
hardware: (assembly required) Includes all

450€
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mounting parts, bulb NOT included:
Lamp size: W: 82 cm H: 120 cm (adjustable),
maximum 40 watts, base type: E14 * 12, colour:
clear
Maple leaf shape K9 crystal chandelier lighting
ceiling light is a beautiful chandelier for dining
room/kitchen room/bedroom: this unique style
chandelier light features crystal tube arms is
decorated with crystal that capture and reflect the
light of the candle lamps.

AUCTIM

90

1 Crystal Pendant Chandelier
Shiny crystal material: Plastic
Frame material: Steel
Lamp size: 36.5 x 46 cm (Φ x H)
Cable length: 1.2 m
Suitable for E27 bulb (not included)

91

1 Ceiling Light Double Layer Chandelier size:
Light body size: 7.9 inches (outside) × 5.1 inches
(inside) diameter and 9.4 inches high, lamp base
size: 3.9 inches diameter. Recommended room
size: 10㎡ (depending on the power of the bulb you
purchase.) This is a mini size. Please check if the
bulb size meets your requirements before
ordering.
Superior Material: This double layer crystal
chandelier ceiling light is made of premium K9
crystal strips and has been gold-plated. Light
body color: gold High light efficiency, 100% eyecatching, rust-proof, smooth, easy to clean, very
safe to use.
Lamp parameters: the crystal ceiling light is
compatible with any AC 85-265 V, max 60 W, E27
bulb. Type: LED, halogen, incandescent lamp.
(Bulb is not included) Please disconnect the power
supply before installation.)
Wide application: the modern crystal chandelier is
perfect for kitchen, children's room, hallway,
dining room, bedroom, study, office, girl's room,
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restaurant, bar, foyer, over island, hotel,
staircase, salon, half room, closet, etc.

AUCTIM
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1 Transparent Pendant Lamp Chandelier crystal,
materials: crystal, glass, aluminium, colour: clear,
compatible bulb: E14, size (W x H): 580 mm,
height: 600 mm, number of lights: 6
Robust and durable - This chandelier is made of
strong materials. With strong hanging chain,
heavy duty bearing, silver aluminium tubes cap
base and 18 mm bending arm, easy to clean,
oxidation, prevent rust
High-quality K9 crystal beads - combine with
crystal leaves, emitting more beautiful and
elegant light, create a warm and cosy atmosphere
Modern and vintage design – the romantic
chandelier is perfect for modern and classic
interior design, combined with retro or shabby
chic design furniture, ceiling lights are the
highlight of your living room or bedroom
Wide range of applications: this crystal chandelier
is very suitable for installation in the bedroom,
living room, study, hotel, kitchen or office etc.

235€

93

1 Hanging Light Chandelier Extravagant
Chandelier with its many Cut Stones Impressive
lighting effects in the room creates
Versatile-use in the hallway, dining room, or a reBuilt Speaker
Whether lit or of the off-mode-this chandelier is
always an eye-catcher, Highlight the living
atmosphere
Other interesting of decorating ideas for the
illumination of the space available in our online
shop RIESS AMBIENTE on Amazon!
Striking Chandelier in size, design and effect

475€
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AUCTIM
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1 Mounted Ceiling Light Modern and
contemporary chandelier: made of K9 crystals,
aluminium and stainless steel. Three-stage bling
crystal with luxurious golden light frame
completes the elegant design.
Flush-mounted type: the pendant light is AC110120V, 10 lamp sockets available, compatible with
any E14 lamp socket (bulbs are not included).
Chandelier size: D40 cm x H35 cm. Ceiling base:
15 cm. Chain length: 60 cm (can be adjusted as
desired). Please make sure that the dimensions of
the pendant light are suitable for your prepared
room.
Suggested space: the pendant light is perfect for
dining room, living room, kitchen island, hotel,
restaurant, hallway, exhibition hall, etc.

400€

95

1 Round Ceiling Pendant Lamp This pendant light
with round screen fits into the living room, dining
room or office. With its subtle design, it can be
combined with numerous interior styles,
particularly suitable for staircases or public
buildings.
3 sizes: 16 lamps, diameter 30 cm, power 32 W,
28 lamps, diameter 42 cm, power 56 W, 42 lamps,
diameter 52 cm, power 84 W. Voltage: 230 V.
Elegant pendant light with high-quality lamp
housing made of acrylic and iron. Cable length:
1.5 m / 2.5 m / 3.5 m. Adjustable height,
especially suitable for staircases or public
buildings.
With warm white bulbs (3000K) for a warm and
comfortable feeling, it provides enough brightness
for reading, eating and other daily activities.

620€

96

1 Crystal lamp Stainless steel ceiling plate High
quality stainless steel. Thick and firm, no fading.
Corrosion resistant, anti-oxidation and strong
resilience.
Creative three-layer crystal design Excellent
cutting technology. High light transmission and
pure texture. Layers are stacked to reflect the
colourful bright colour.
This product does not contain a bulb. If you need

125€
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the bulb, you can buy it from our store. (This lamp
must be equipped with four bulbs with G9
specifications).
The crystal chandelier is a combination of
stainless steel and crystal. Classic Style Long
lasting Suitable for hall, living room, bedroom,
hotel and so on.

AUCTIM

97

1 Hanging Lamp Dining Table Length pendant
lamp dimensions: L100 x W8 x H1.2 cm, chic
chandelier cable length: 120 cm (height
adjustable), ceiling lamp power: 68 W LED chip
light source (more than 90% energy saving), the
light can be adjusted in height in seconds by an
adjustable steel cable
Dimmable with remote control: Under your
control, colour temperature and brightness can be
adjusted (10%-100%), continuous dimming. At the
same time, you can use ordinary wall switch,
three color temperature adjustable: 3000K warm
light, 6000K white light, 4000K daylight. Meet the
lighting needs of different scenarios.
Material:The lampshade made of high quality
aluminum and silica gel has high light
transmittance. The luminosity of the LEDs is
particularly bright, so that you can experience
good illumination on the table surface
The ceiling light has complete accessories and is
easy to install. This lamp is widely used and can
be used in different places, whose application
area is as follows: home decor, loft, living room,
dining room, bedroom, living room, attic, terrace,
restaurant, cafe, bar, study, hallway, aisle,
country house and other interiors

355€

98

1 Black Modern Pendant Lamp Elegant and
simple – ball and curved iron rod of this pendant
light are cleverly balanced, the classic streamline
shape and the elegant minimalist design form the
perfect decorative body, simple but elegant. Even
if the light is not on, this pendant light becomes a
striking eye-catcher in the room.
3000 K warm light - This pendant light has 2
integrated LED modules that emit 3000 K warm

150€
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light through the PE lamp shade and create a
warm and romantic atmosphere. Compared to
blown glass, the lampshade made of PE
rotomolding process is not only drop-proof, but
also more uniform in light transmission, so it does
not feel tired and dizzy even after prolonged use.
Three-level brightness adjustable – the pendant
light switches brightness levels (100%-60%-20%)
via a wall switch. There is always some warmth
that will accompany you. This pendant light turns
on with 100% brightness every time.
Adjustable installation height - the total cable
length of this pendant light is 1.5 m (4.9 ft). If the
hanging cable length is 1.5 m (4.9 ft), the total
length of the pendant light is 1.85 m (6 ft): when
the hanging cable length is 0. The pendant light
can be used as a ceiling light with a total length of
0.35 m (1.15 ft). You can adjust the length of the
cable as needed without cutting it.
99

AUCTIM

1 LED Pendant Light Modern design: the
chandelier is dimmable, and the modern ring
designer lamp with remote control function. The
height of the chandelier is adjustable, and the soft
light is gently emitted. Suitable for different
decorations that create a comfortable and
pleasant atmosphere
Dimmable: you can continuously adjust the
brightness via the remote control (10% -100%)
and switch the remote control between multiple
effects (warm colour/white/warm white). You can
adjust the colour temperature from cool white
(6500K) to warm white (3000K) brightness. It can
be adjusted according to your needs. The service
life can reach 50,000 hours
Chandelier size: 2 circles: Ø40 + Ø50 cm-56 W4480 LM, 3 circles: Ø30 + Ø40 + Ø50 cm-75 w6000 lm, 4 circles: Ø30 + Ø30 + Ø40 cm-94w7520LM, 5 circles: Ø40 circles: Ø40 circles: Ø40 +
Ø30 + Ø50 + Ø30 + Ø40 cm - 120 W - 9600 lm,
the suspension wire can be adjusted by 100 cm.
Colour: gold, material: metal + acrylic, easy to
clean, easy to build and easy to install
Room recommendation: modern LED ceiling lights
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are very suitable for the ceiling. Suitable for your
dining room, living room, bedroom, study, kitchen
island, bathroom lights, corridors, hotels,
apartments, stairs, halls, offices, lofts, patios,
children's rooms, cafes, bars, country houses and
other interior decoration lighting environments

AUCTIM

100

1 LED Pendant Light 108 W LED crown light 6colour flame: the design of 6 interlocking rings
looks very modern and is particularly suitable for
lighting the table surface. This can be a dining
table or a work table
Material: aluminium and acrylic. This stylish
chandelier offers a pleasant and comfortable
atmosphere in a pleasant time thanks to the
acrylic lampshade and lets the light glow gently
Dimmable LED pendant light: the pendant light
can be set to warm white light (2700 K) via a wall
switch or a remote control from white light (6000
K) to warm white light (2700 K), which turns the
colour temperature (warm white / neutral / cold)
on and off white)
Adjustable height: The cable length of this
pendant light is 100 cm and the length can be
adjusted. It is recommended to adjust the cable
length from 20 cm to 100 cm. Lamp diameter:
120 cm
Areas of use: exquisite chandeliers, suitable for
bedrooms, cafes, parties, kitchens, bars,
restaurants, cellars, living rooms, dining rooms,
corridors, lofts, stairs, entrances, hallways, etc.

500€

101

1 LED Crystal Ceiling Light Die LEDs und Kristalle
bieten ein stilvolles Design, eine moderne Form
mit 3-Kreis-Ringen, genau wie eine Blume an der
Decke, ideal für den Innenbereich,beleuchtet und
gestaltet jeden Raum und schafft eine
komfortable und helle Umgebung.
Unsere Unterputzbeleuchtung mit LED-Chips spart
bis zu 80% Energie als Halogenlampen und
Deckenleuchten. Über 50.000 Stunden
Lebensdauer. Mit LED-Deckenleuchten mit
geringem Stromverbrauch
Leistung: 55W, Farbetemperature: Warmwei?

185€
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(2700K-3400K) Kaltwei?(6000K-6500K),Spannung:
220V
Ideal für Wohnzimmer, Schlafzimmer, Hotellobby,
Party, Hochzeitsdekoration, Küche, Flur,
Restaurant, Arbeitszimmer und viele andere Orte,
an denen Sie eine helle Deckenleuchte ben?tigen.

AUCTIM
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1 Crystal Chandelier Colourful Hanging Lamp
Materials: crystal, glass, aluminium, easy to clean
and robust, 18 mm bending arm: solid and
durable, strong hanging chain: heavy duty
bearing, silver aluminium tubes cap base,
oxidation and rust
Colour: colourful, compatible bulb: E14, size (W x
H): 580 mm, height: 600 mm, with 6 white
European lampshades
The romantic chandelier is perfect for modern and
classic interior design, combined with retro or
shabby chic design furniture, ceiling lights are the
highlight of your living room or bedroom
Colourful high-quality K9 crystal beads combine
with crystal leaves: emits more beautiful and
elegant light, create a warm and cosy atmosphere
Perfect for bedroom and living room, bedroom,
study, dining area, kitchen or office

260€

103

1 LED Triangle Light Modern design: K9 crystal
chandeliers adjustable ceiling light pendant light.
Simple glam elegant to enhance the living design
of classic, luxurious, transitional, low/high ceilings,
slanted ceilings, etc.
Chandelier ring size diameter: 9.8 inches + 13.8
inches + 19.3 inches: maximum suspension:
height adjustable from 19.7 inches to 42.2 inches.
DIY unique shape: DIY your own shape that you
like at any time, you can use 3-stage triangular
shape, irregular mixing shape, etc.
Recommended space requirements: Ideal for
dining room, girl's room, living room, hotel,
staircase, island, foyer, bedroom, office etc. Large
bathroom, formal dining room, stairs, entrance
area, hallway path, staircase, funky apartment,
entrance, salon, semi, storage room, hotel, office,

230€
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laundry room.

AUCTIM
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1 LED Ceiling Light Modern crystal ball rain drop
chandelier ceiling light, minimalist contemporary
style to create romantic atmosphere.
Size: length 63 cm, width 25 cm, total height 85
cm, cable length: 73 cm, recommended room
size: 5-25 m²: suggested space: complex
buildings, villa, living room, bedroom, dining
room, room, foyer, hallway, office, conference
room, waiting room, cafe, library, study, hallway,
stairs, etc.
Material: stainless steel and glass crystal: clear
crystal emits enchanting lights: stainless steel
yarn is very sturdy and durable. Well packaged, if
you have any question about lamp and package,
please email us first, we will do best to solve your
problem.
Bulb type: 3 x 50 W GU10 halogen bulb (not
included), energy saving, ultra energy-saving:
easy to install, accessories and ceiling plate
included.

250€
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1 Chandelier Ceiling Light Diameter 38 cm Ceiling
light crystal brass for your home
Chandelier in L x W x H: 38 x 38 x 30.5 cm, 3 kg
Ceiling light crystal possible LED / conventional
light bulb operated, bulb not included
Socket: for 3 x E14, max. 40 W
Protection class: IP20

120€

106

1 Crystal Look Ceiling Light Atmospheric sparkle!
Use this stunning ceiling light for living room,
dining room or bedroom and enjoy unique
sparkling light effects. Finely crafted pendants
made of clear acrylic give an extraordinary crystal
look
Give your rooms that certain something. With this
elegant ceiling light, whose pendants seem to
come off the ceiling like sparkling drops. Simply
eye-catching in the living room, dining room,
bedroom or even hallway and hallway.
Box contents: 1 x metal acrylic ceiling lamp,

145€
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round, diameter: 46 cm, height: 27 cm, assembly
of the acrylic hangings required after delivery, 5 x
E14 max. 40 W, without bulb, protection class
IP20, if you have any questions or problems,
please contact us
Suitable for LEDs: this stunning ceiling light with
sparkling acrylic hanging has 5 sockets E14 for
max. 40 W per bulb. Use modern LED bulbs and
save energy and money. Bulb not included.
107
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1 3-Ring Pendant Chandelier Acrylic design: 3ring crystal chandelier made of high-quality K9
crystals, stainless steel adds acrylic to increase
brightness, improves light transmission, high light
efficiency up to 120 lm/w
Bright and energy saving: high lumen output of
this round crystal chandelier is 6800 lm (80
lm/W), LED chip CRI > 80 guarantees high colour
rendering, service life more than 50,000 hours
Ceiling light parameters: maximum 52 W, voltage
= 85-265 V, colour: cool white (6500 K) light, bulb
included: LED integrated, no purchase of separate
bulbs required.
DIY multiple shapes: ceiling light mounting 3circle ring, the diameter is 7.9 - 11.8 - 15.7 inches,
pendant light is adjustable cable length, height
adjustable from 11.8 inches to 47.2 inches for
sloping / low / high ceiling height
Suggested space: chandelier lighting for living
room, dining room, hotel, island, foyer, bedroom,
office, girl's room, children's room, large foyer,
formal dining room, funky apartment, salon,
restaurant, etc.
Eye protection: designed with eye protection, no
flicker, no infrared or ultraviolet radiation
prevents eye fatigue and provides a pleasant,
stress-free atmosphere
Easy installation: crystal light is securely
packaged and easy to install, ceiling light has
polished chrome finish for more resistance and
durability
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1 Crystal Hanging Ceiling Light Special light and
shadow: Unlike normal ceiling lights, the
lampshade creates a fascinating light and shadow
interaction when switching on the crystal ceiling
lights from Depuley.
Elegant design: the ceiling light made of steel in
chrome with a decorative lampshade made of
sparkling clear crystals, held by a subtle metal
frame, fits elegantly into the modern trend.
E14 socket: the chandelier has 2 x E14 sockets for
max. 60 W LED lights. You can choose the
appropriate style of E14 bulbs according to your
requirements (bulb not included).
Bright ceiling light for multiple scenes: the crystal
decorative light offers a highlight in any room with
its special design - whether in the kitchen, living
room, dining room, hallway or bedroom.

120€

109

1 LED Crystal Ceiling Light K9 crystal chandelier:
laser cutting, sharp edges and corners, stylish and
beautiful under light refraction. Amazing in
modern interiors.
Easy installation: easy to install and all crystals of
the model are pre-assembled. The mounting parts
and detailed assembly instructions are included.
Oval chandelier size: 27.5 inches + 9.8 inches + 3
inches: maximum hanging: height adjustable from
19.7 inches to 42.2 inches.
Suggested space fit: ideal for dining room, girl's
room, living room, hotel, stairs, island, foyer,
bedroom, office, etc. Large bathroom, formal
dining room, stairs, entrance, hallway, stairs,
funky apartment, entrance, salon, semi, cabinet,
hotel, office, laundry room.

295€

110

1 Luxury Ceiling Light
Chandelier size: diameter: 60 cm, height: 27
cm. A modern chandelier combined with a
rectangular crystal pendant, it reflects light,
illuminates and creates a comfortable and bright
environment
Flush-mounted type: made of crystals, metal
and chrome. The crystal ceiling light requires 9
E14 LED bulbs with a maximum of 12 W. (Bulbs

470€
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included)
Working voltage: 220 V. Compatible with many
types of light bulbs: energy-saving bulbs, LED
bulbs, light bulbs etc
Colour adjustable: three colours are available:
white light, warm light, normal light
Wide application: chandelier ceiling lights fit
kitchen, dining room, bedroom, living room, hotel
room, children's room and so on.

AUCTIM
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1 Ceiling Lighting Bedroom Lamp Modern design:
Ceiling light living room modern with elegant and
simple design, size: L 85 x W 85 x H 12 cm,
power: 72 W, the light stand is made of metal and
acrylic. This special design is the best choice for
your interior design and lighting
Dimmable ceiling lights: Ceiling light LED living
room the light intensity can be dimmed from
100% to 10% and the colour temperature of the
light ranges from 3000K to 6000K. With the
remote control, you can easily change the colour
from warm white to cold white
High CRI: Indirect lighting ceiling lamps CRI index
up to 90, which largely simulates natural light and
restores the true colours. Whether day or night,
your home is still full of colours
Eye protection, 50,000 hours lifespan: This
modern bedroom ceiling lamp is made of good
acrylic with high density, which gives off a soft
and even light without damaging the eyes. And
with constant power drive, the light also does not
flicker to damage your eyes. Ceiling lighting has a
long service life of 50,000 hours

395€

112

1 Ceiling Light with Remote Control All-in-one
LED ceiling light dimmable: all-in-one modern LED
ceiling light with four square LED modules in
black, made of iron art with acrylic integrated LED
strips: thanks to its rotating LED modules, you can
change the shape individually: thanks to its
elegant design, the LED light can be used in many
ways, e.g. as a living room lamp, bedroom lamp
or dining room lamp: thanks to the remote
control, you can control the light freely

500€
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LED ceiling light dimmable with remote control:
super bright LED ceiling light living room. This
dimmable ceiling lamp LED has three colour
temperatures of 3000, 4500-6000 K: warm natural
and cool light as well as a cool and truly
distinctive light. The remote control can change
the colour temperature and brightness freely. You
will be seriously in love with this light! It really
adds a WOW factor when you enter the house. It's
just so cool light:
Living room ceiling light LED with high CRI - LED
lights are a popular choice as they can last up to
50,000 hours before they need to be replaced.
Minimalist artistic and stylish design, the elegant
and beautiful shape of lighting. Not only lighting,
but also decoration for your home: the
combination of high quality and design: high
quality metal and acrylic lampshade with high
light transmission, rust protection, corrosion
protection, good durability
Super easy installation ceiling light LED living
room: Huichun living room ceiling light dimmable
is super easy to install. You don't need to take
extra time to install any shape. Simply install the
entire light on the ceiling, extremely easy and
convenient. The modern living room lamp ceiling
mount is suitable for a variety of ceilings. It is the
perfect device for installation in the bedroom,
living room, dining room, etc.
113
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1 Modern LED Ceiling Light LED ceiling light size:
110 x 70 x 11 cm (43.3 x 27.6 x 4.3 inches),
power: 82 W, luminous flux: 4920 lumens, weight:
3.3 kg, working voltage: 200 V - 240 V, material:
iron + acrylic. Average operating time of 50,000
hours. LED - irradiation range: 20 m².
Dimmable and change colour temperature: the
brightness and colour temperature of the LED
ceiling light can be adjusted with remote control.
You can switch from warm light to cold light,
brighter to darker. Dim light can help you relax
after a busy day. Adjustable colour temperature
meets different atmosphere needs.
Memory function: leave the switch on the wall and
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control the lights only with the remote control.
When switched on again, the last lighting settings
are retained. This private function keeps you in a
comfortable lighting condition without frequent
adjustments
Unique interior lighting: choose the LED ceiling
light that we have carefully designed for you. The
lamp has excellent performance in all aspects:
beautiful rectangular ceiling light, high-quality
metal lamp body, corrosion protection, ageing
protection and rust. Acrylic lampshade, soft light,
bring different visual effects
Applicable place: the light is best suited for
placing in the living room and bedroom. The
perfect LED installation technology is also suitable
for kitchens, hallways, balconies, offices,
restaurants and other places. Compared to
conventional bulbs, LED ceiling lights are more
energy efficient, with low energy consumption,
high light output and long service life

AUCTIM
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1 Art Designer Lamp Beautiful, modern and
stylish, create an elegant atmosphere, make your
home more elegant and elegant.
Available in 3 sizes: ① 4 heads 50 W 62 cm (24.4
inches) ② 6 heads 80 W 80 cm (31.4 inches) ③ 8
heads 120 W 106 cm (41.7 inches).
There are 4 colours available: 1 warm yellow (no
remote control). Colour temperature is 3000 K. 2
natural light (no remote control). Colour
temperature is 4500 K. 3 white light (no remote
control). Colour temperature is 6500 K. 4
continuous dimming (with remote control)
For living room, bedroom, study, children's room,
dining room, kitchen, cafeteria, hotel, hallway,
stairs, warehouse and other interior lighting.

345€
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1 LED Crystal Ceiling Light Comfortable light: 3
lights: uses a 3 x LED SMD lamp that can provide
more brightness than a chandelier with 1 or 2
lights. Crystals with glass feel and feel provide a
superior and stylish atmosphere in your room.
Chandelier Size: Chandelier Diameter: 25cm
Height: 24 cm. Recommended room size: 5-10㎡

395€
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(please note the chandelier size before ordering).
Wide Applicability: Modern design chandelier with
high clear K9 crystals. Crystal ceiling lights for
hallway, living room, bedroom, children's room,
kitchen, bar, aisle, hotel, restaurant, aisle and
more.
Easy installation: assembly required (including
hanging the crystal cords on the silver plate), but
easy to install and all mounting parts and detailed
assembly instructions included.
116
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1 Modern Living Room Lamp Lamp body material:
lightweight aluminum lamp body. The lamp
housing has been subjected to several processes
such as pressing, grinding and polishing. At the
same time, the peripheral has been specially
treated to avoid cuts and it has been carefully
crafted to achieve a better stride.
Lampshade Material: This product uses high light
transmittance to ensure the light transmission
and achieve good density and transparency.
Ceiling light size: small: L53 x W34 x H20 cm
large: L70 x W40 x H20 cm, colour:
white/black/gold, voltage: 220 V, power: 75 W/115
W, colour temperature: 3000 - 6500 K, lumen:
6000 LM/9200 lm, energy efficiency class: A++.
to 50.00. 00 hours
Dimmable: the LED ceiling light comes with a
remote control, with which you can freely change
the brightness and colour temperature, light
colour is uniform, soft light, no flash, no UV
radiation.
Use: ideal for lighting in bedroom, living room,
dining table, dining room, hallway, work table,
kitchen lamp, decorative lighting, barn wood,
rustic/industrial decor, basement, cafe bar,
restaurants, cafes, hotels or just at home.
Recommended room size: 10 m² ~ 20 m².
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1 LED Ceiling Light Stepless dimming: the
brightness of 440lm-4400lm can be adjusted
according to your needs through the remote
control: and any colour temperature of 2800K7000K can be selected at will. So you can DIY your
lights as you like.
High CRI: CRI index up to 90, which simulates
natural light to the greatest extent and restores
the truest colours. No matter day or night, your
home is still full of colours.
Eye protection: advanced LED lighting can
prevent stroboscopic. The specially treated acrylic
lampshade can soften the light to a greater
degree. This protects you and your child's eyes
from harsh light.
Energy saving: low power consumption can save
energy and save electricity bills. Our 2835 LED
SMD is up to 70% energy-saving than
incandescent lamps and up to 10% energy-saving
than conventional LED chip lights. Its service life
is more than 30,000 hours.

215€
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1 LED Ceiling Light High quality ceiling light:
high-quality metal and acrylic, fade protection,
easy to clean and better light transmission and
heat dissipation. 50,000 hours long service life.
The LED ceiling lighting adapts perfectly to your
ceiling. Simple construction and easy installation.
Dimmable ceiling lamp: dimmable brightness and
colour to meet your needs. The colour gradually
changes from warm white 3000 K to cold white
7500 K by a remote control. Use cool white to
read books, neutral white for watching TV and
warm white for a romantic atmosphere.
Light source: built-in low-energy high-colour LED
light source. Create a comfortable,
environmentally friendly lighting environment.
Excellent texture, beautiful and durable. LED Light
Source High transparency makes the light more
uniform and softer. Environmental protection, low
heat generation, no infrared or ultraviolet
radiation, low power consumption, energy saving
(80% cheaper).
Modern decorative lighting: is a perfect interior

515€
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decoration light, with an attractive appearance, it
is a real highlight even during the day, offers you
a charming ambience with bright light source. Its
unique design is striking and perfectly
complements the modern design of the living
area. This lamp can be used not only as a ceiling
light, but also as a decorative lamp. It can be used
in living rooms, bedrooms, hallways, balconies,
kitchens, etc.

AUCTIM
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1 LED Pendant Light LED modern minimalism
country house style hanging lamp, chic designer
colour/brightness adjustable ceiling pendant
lights, dimmable 3000 K - 6000 K with remote
control ceiling light. Can be easily applied to
different rooms.
Chandelier size: L70 cm x W20 cm / L90 cm x
W22 cm / L120 cm x W26 cm, the height can be
freely selected up to 100 cm, colour:
black/white/gold, power: 33 W / 41 W / 54 W,
features: dimmable with remote control, thanks to
modern LED technology, you have low power
consumption and save energy.
Modern style, not only lighting, but also
decoration for your home, easy installation, the
necessary screws are included, you can install the
chandelier yourself.
This lamp is widely used and can be used in
different places whose application area is as
follows: home decor, loft, living room, dining
room, bedroom, living room, attic, terrace,
restaurant, cafe, bar, study, hallway, aisle,
country house and other interiors.

320€

120

1 LED Hanging Light Fully dimmable with remote
control: Depending on your preferences or
environment, you can use the appropriate remote
control to adjust the brightness (0-100%) and the
colour temperature (3000-6000K). Warm light,
neutral light and white light allow you to
experience all different comfort.
Adjustable height and selected materials: Power:
45 W. Length: 120 cm. Width: 20 cm. Height: 110
cm adjustable. The hanging wire can be adjusted

375€
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to the appropriate height. The modern LED
chandelier is made of high-quality aluminium and
highly transparent silicone. Corrosion resistant,
fade resistant.
Modern and simple design: modern LED pendant
light, which combines classic wave shape and
modern white silicone, brings a unique and artistic
atmosphere to your home. Ideal for kitchen island,
dining table, office, billiard room, living room,
restaurant, foyer, hall villas, entrance area etc.
Eye protection and long service life: the LED
hanging light is equipped with an eye protection
system and good for the eyes, no flickering.
Compared to other conventional light bulbs, the
minimalist island light can save up to 85% energy
and save your electricity bills.
121
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1 LED-ceiling light Modern minimalist style
interior lighting, perfect ceiling pendant lights, the
lighting creates a cosy atmosphere. Not only
lighting, but also decoration for your home. The
whole thing is very bright, very chic,
environmentally friendly.
Remote dimming: In the ceiling light, the LEDs are
already permanently installed and do not need to
be replaced. Including 3 colour temperatures: cold
white/natural white/warm white, intelligent
remote control, adjustable brightness and light
colour, night lighting mode.
Size: 58 x 8 cm. Material: iron and acrylic. Output:
40 W, voltage: 220-240 V.
Suitable for a variety of installation types. It is the
perfect decor for installation in the bedroom,
living room, kitchen, dining room, study, foyer,
hallway, staircase, attic, balcony, office,
restaurant, hallway.
Easy to install: All you need is a simple assembly,
it will be completed soon.
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1 LED Ceiling Light The crystal chandelier with
high quality silver metal base and crystal
pendant. Metal base safer and safer.
Ceiling light is mini style, 5.51 inches wide, 6.69
inches high, bulb base E27. (Bulb not included).
This is the mini size
The crystal chandelier that adjusts an octagonal
spherical crystal pendant with sparkling
decorative drops of water, catches light and fits
quickly and easily. Modern lighting brightens up
any room and creates a cosy and luxurious
atmosphere.
Our LED ceiling lights are perfect for living room,
dining room, bedroom, hotel, party, basement,
bathroom, laundry room, stairs, pantry, etc.
One year unlimited warranty means we have
covered you! No flicker, no radiation. Contact us
for a quick and easy replacement.

123

1 LED Pendant Lamp Design: LED pendant light in
modern design made of aluminium and silica gel
as well as high-quality LED chips with weight of 2
kg long service life up to 50,000 hours. This easy
to install pendant lamp looks perfect, creates a
special lighting experience in your living
environment.
About LED chandelier: power: 42 W, lumen: 4800
lm, colour temperature: 3000 K warm white 6500 K cool white (dimmable), voltage: 220 V 240 V, product size: 120 cm, 150 cm, cable
length: 120 cm (adjustable height), average life:
5000 hours, your unique design is an eye-catcher.
guarantee that the time perfectly complemented
according to the designed living area.
Remote control and changeable light: this
pendant light can be switched on and off with the
remote control. The remote control has 3
channels with different light modes, from 3000 K
warm white to 6500 K cold white. The brightness
can be adjusted by the remote control, and the
dark brightness is 5% to 100% dimmable. Highquality LED chip ceiling lights, without high
frequency interference, creates a pleasant living
atmosphere.
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Adjustable height: the length of the pendant lamp
can be individually adjusted to your needs, the
maximum length of the pendant is 120 cm.
Pendant light can create a pleasant atmosphere
for the room and is very easy to install.
Use: not only the lighting, but also beautiful
decoration of the room. Easy to install, easy to
assemble, suitable for living room, kitchen, dining
room, bedroom, holiday home, office, nursery,
office, garage, bar, hotel, shop, corridor, hall, club
lighting.

AUCTIM
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1 LED Crystal Ceiling Light Comfortable light: 3
lights; uses a 3 x LED SMD lamp that can provide
more brightness than a chandelier with 1 or 2
lights. Crystals with glass feel and feel provide a
superior and stylish atmosphere in your room.
Chandelier Size: Chandelier Diameter: 25cm
Height: 24 cm. Recommended room size: 5-10㎡
(please note the chandelier size before ordering).
Wide Applicability: Modern design chandelier with
high clear K9 crystals. Crystal ceiling lights for
hallway, living room, bedroom, children's room,
kitchen, bar, aisle, hotel, restaurant, aisle and
more.
Easy installation: assembly required (including
hanging the crystal cords on the silver plate), but
easy to install and all mounting parts and detailed
assembly instructions included.

100€

125

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Modern crystal chandelier:
This ceiling light is made of chrome-plated metal
and 54 rectangular crystals. Unique double layer
crystal design perfectly shows modern, classic
and luxurious style. Elegant design is suitable for
installation in your living room, bedroom, dining
room, hallway, hotel, etc.
Well made and durable: the ceiling plate is made
of high-quality stainless steel, which is hard and
durable without fading. Rectangular crystal with
high light transmission. The light shines
beautifully through the refractions of countless
crystal beads and chrome mirrors. No matter
where you place it, you will enjoy the gentle

115€
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lighting and beautiful appearance.
Lamp size and installation: crystal lamp size (W x
H): 25 x 27.5 cm, double layer crystal design can
provide enough light that can fully meet your
lighting needs. Equipped with the necessary parts
and detailed instructions, installation is easy. To
make your installation smoother we have included
a few more crystals as spare parts.
E27 CE socket and safety: equipped with E27
standard sockets, compatible lamp types: LED,
CFL, halogen, bulb (bulb not included, max. 60
W). If you need a dimming function, please use it
with a dimmer switch and a dimmable bulb. All
sockets and cables have passed CE safety
certification.
Risk-free and safe purchase: Rayofly Lighting
Fixture strives to offer you high-quality products.
We provide 2 years parts exchange service. The
ceiling light has passed CE safety certification,
please rest assured that you are using it. If you
have any questions, please feel free to contact us,
we will definitely offer you the best solution.
126
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1 Crystal Pendant Light Crystal chandelier: the
mini crystal chandelier made of golden stainless
steel and hanging crystal strips in unique
geometry. Its exquisite eye-catcher for interior
design and lighting offers you a noble and elegant
experience.
Creative elegant geometry design: excellent
cutting technology. High light transmission and
pure texture. Combination of gold and crystal,
overlapping layers that reflect bright colours,
suitable for hallway, living room, bedroom, hotel,
kitchen, hallway, stairs, etc.
Height adjustable: the crystal and gold pendant
light has a length of 100 cm, the size is 7.9 inches
D x 12.6 inches H and you can cut it according to
your installation. Comes with full instructions for
easy installation.
Bulb Type: Note:Bulbs not included. Gold crystal
chandelier requires AC 110V-220V. E12 base,
compatible with CFL, LED, bulbs, 60 watts max
(bulbs not included).
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1 Lighting Ceiling Light Lamp An impressive
amount of crystal balls and diamonds make this
contemporary crystal pendant a chic
sophistication.
Device dimensions: diameter 28 cm x height 30
cm, ceiling plate dimensions: diameter 11 cm x
height 8 cm, with adjustable hanging chain, max.
Length: 100 cm.
Working Voltage:220-240V Lamp Base: 4 x G9
bulbs required (not included) Compatible with
many types of light bulbs: dimmable bulbs,
energy-saving bulbs, LED bulbs, halogen lamps,
etc.
Suggested room shape: the Beier chandelier is
perfect for dining room, bathroom, bedroom and
living room.
Crystal pendant light with crystal balls and
diamond-shaped glass: chrome finish on the
frame, chain and canopy.

325€
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1 Crystal Chandelier Light Mounting dimensions
for this crystal chandelier is height 61 cm x
diameter 63 cm, chain/cord max length: 150 cm
(adjustable length).
This chandelier uses 5 x E14 bulbs (not included),
maximum 40 W per bulb, compatible with LED
lamps.
This modern light lamp is designed with superior
quality and hand-picked K9 crystals, which makes
this chandelier extremely glittering and dazzling,
which is far more impressive than the picture, and
could illuminate your room extremely and far, to
create a superior and stylish atmosphere in your
living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer or other
dry places.
Customer satisfaction is guaranteed by the Saint
Mossi Custom Service team. If you have any
questions or suggestions after you receive the
chandelier, please check the installation
instructions first and do not hesitate to contact us
via Amazon message, we are far more than happy
to help.

250€
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1 LED Ceiling Light Easy to install: ceiling crystal
light is tested before delivery and well packed in
foam. Wire the light and install it on the ceiling: it
only takes about 10 minutes for installation.
Dimensions: the size of the ceiling crystal light is
L9.8 inches x W9.8 inches x H4.7 inches, the inner
square is L7.9 inches x W7.9 inches, the outer
square is L5.9 inches x B5. 9 inches.
Recommended room size: 10-15㎡. (Please note
the size of the LED ceiling light before ordering)
Square crystal light: premium K9 crystal and
stainless steel. Light colour: warm white (2700K3500K) Bulb included: built-in LED, max 25 W,
voltage = 95-220 V, the life of the LED chips is up
to 30,000 hours.
Suggested room adjustment: ideal for bedroom,
living room, dining room, hallway, kitchen, walk-in
wardrobe, point, hallway, balcony, foyer, studio,
entrance hall. Modern LED chandelier is elegant,
durable, beautiful, simple but unique, the
comfortable light source creates a bright, free and
relaxed room atmosphere.

130€

130

1 Crystal Chandelier Drum chandelier size: 9.8
inches wide and 6.9 inches high. Suggested room
size: 8-10㎡.
Comfortable brightness: it can be used for 110 V.
Base: E14 (Bulb not included). You need 3 x E14
warm white or cool white bulbs depending on the
light effects you want). The maximum power of
the lamp is 60 W for everyone.
EASY INSTALLATION: The package includes
detailed installation instructions. Please follow the
manual to hang the 6 pieces of crystal chains on
the silver plate. Connect the cable as desired. A
60 inch long stainless steel chain is provided, then
you can adjust the height of the crystal chandelier
lighting.
Elevate Life Level: Sparkling crystals can create a
superior and stylish atmosphere for your room
such as banquet hall, hotel lobby, bar, hallway,
living room, dining room, bedroom, staircases.
Friendly customer support: AFSEMOS crystal
lighting is guaranteed. Please do not hesitate to

70€
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contact us, we offer 24 hours customer service to
bring you a happy shopping experience.

AUCTIM
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1 Flush-Mounted Chandelier Specifications: gold
flush-mounted ceiling light size: 27.5 x 27.5 x 7.8
inches (70 x 70 x 20 cm), ceiling lamp shelf:
diameter 4.72 inches (12 cm). Voltage: 220V.
Fashion style: this ceiling light with ten branches,
bulbs surround the environment such as satellites,
the quiet starry sky lights up bright and the soft
lights are like stars falling on the floor, warm and
romantic. Modern and vintage combine style,
suitable for living room, dining room, restaurant,
cafe, kitchen lighting decoration.
Applicable light bulbs: E27 bulbs x 10 (not bulbs
and lamp shape included). Compatible with LED,
edison, incandescent CFL and halogen lamps. The
use of LED bulbs can save power and delay the
service life. The wattage of the bulb depends on
how much light the room needs.
Dimmable: Fully dimmable when used with
dimmable bulbs and compatible dimmers. The
colour temperature of the bulbs is selected
according to the style of the room.
Easy installation: all arms have been connected to
the wires. You need to screw each arm into the
centre column, then pass the main cable through
the extension rod, connect the wires and install
the light on the ceiling.

145€

132

1 LED Ceiling Light Continuous dimming: the
brightness of 1080 lm-10800 lm can be adjusted
with the remote control according to your needs.
And you can choose any colour temperature from
2800 - 7000 K as desired. Therefore, you can
adjust the lights yourself according to your needs.
High CRI: CRI index up to 90, which largely
simulates natural light and restores the true
colours. Whether day or night, your home is still
full of colour.
Eye protection: advanced LED lighting can
prevent strobe. The specially treated acrylic
lampshade can soften the light more easily. This
protects you and your child's eyes from bright

370€
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light.
Energy saving: low power consumption can save
energy and electricity costs. Our 2835 LED SMD is
up to 70% energy efficient than incandescent
bulbs and up to 10% energy saving than
conventional LED chip lights. The service life is
more than 30,000 hours.

AUCTIM

133

1 LED ceiling light 6067 with remote control,
acrylic shade, white painted metal frame.
Light colour adjustable with remote control, coldwarm 7000 K-3000 K.
Adjustable brightness with remote control, darklight, 0 %-100 %, dimmable.
Remote control: Adjustable brightness and light
colour, night light mode, one remote control, 4
controllable lights.
Energy efficient thanks to modern LED technology
saving more than 90 % energy compared to
conventional bulbs.

380€

134

1 Modern LED Ceiling Light Dimmable: This LED
ceiling light is dimmable with remote control, you
can not only choose the different light colours
(soft warm white, pleasant neutral white or bright
cold white light), but also adjust the brightness
via the remote control to meet your different daily
needs.
LED chip: the dimmable ceiling light uses an LED
light source, the lighting is stable and uniform, no
flicker, no glare, no radiation, high heat
dissipation, high colour rendering, low light drop,
low energy consumption and long service life.
Night light & timing: modern ceiling lights have
night light and timing functions. You can control it
via the remote control. One button to control the
night light function and a button to control the
time control. You can enjoy it with just one touch
of a finger, which makes your life much easier.
Specification: size of finished ceiling light: 60 x 60
x 14 cm / 23.6 x 23.6 x 5.51 inches, colour: white,
colour temperature: 2700-6000 K, light colour:
warm white, neutral white, cool white. Power: 80
W, voltage: 220 V, light source: LED, luminous

300€
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flux: 6000 lm, switch: remote control (included) /
wall switch (not included).

AUCTIM

135

1 LED Dining Table Pendant lamp frame
dimensions: L 70 cm x W 20 cm x H 20 cm / L 100
cm x W 25 cm x H 25 cm. Voltage: 230 V. Power:
80 W / 58 W. Lumen: 5,500 lm / 4,000 lm. Steel
cable, height adjustable: 120 cm. Energy
efficiency class: A++. The average service life is
50,000 hours.
Dimmable: The LED ceiling light comes with a
remote control, with which you can freely change
the brightness (5% - 100 %) and colour
temperature (3,000 K - 6,500 K).
Material: The main material is made of a highquality metal. Excellent workmanship and easy to
install. Contemporary style, height adjustable,
interior decor, LED pendant lamp, fashionable,
elegant, creative, for family restaurants,
bedrooms, living rooms, preferably lighting,
lamps.
Area of application: Ideal for lighting dining tables,
dining rooms, bedrooms, living rooms, hallways,
work tables, as a kitchen lamp, for decorative
lighting, barn wood, rustic / industrial decor,
cellars, café bars, restaurants, cafes, hotels or just
at home. Recommended room size: 10 - 15 m².

300€

136

1 LED Ceiling Light Stepless dimming: the
brightness of 440lm-4400lm can be adjusted
according to your needs through the remote
control: and any colour temperature of 2800K7000K can be selected at will. So you can DIY your
lights as you like.
High CRI: CRI index up to 90, which simulates
natural light to the greatest extent and restores
the truest colours. No matter day or night, your
home is still full of colours.
Eye protection: advanced LED lighting can
prevent stroboscopic. The specially treated acrylic
lampshade can soften the light to a greater
degree. This protects you and your child's eyes
from harsh light.
Energy saving: low power consumption can save

215€
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energy and save electricity bills. Our 2835 LED
SMD is up to 70% energy-saving than
incandescent lamps and up to 10% energy-saving
than conventional LED chip lights. Its service life
is more than 30,000 hours.
137

AUCTIM

1 LED Ceiling Light High quality ceiling light:
high-quality metal and acrylic, fade protection,
easy to clean and better light transmission and
heat dissipation. 50,000 hours long service life.
The LED ceiling lighting adapts perfectly to your
ceiling. Simple construction and easy installation.
Dimmable ceiling lamp: dimmable brightness and
colour to meet your needs. The colour gradually
changes from warm white 3000 K to cold white
7500 K by a remote control. Use cool white to
read books, neutral white for watching TV and
warm white for a romantic atmosphere.
Light source: built-in low-energy high-colour LED
light source. Create a comfortable,
environmentally friendly lighting environment.
Excellent texture, beautiful and durable. LED Light
Source High transparency makes the light more
uniform and softer. Environmental protection, low
heat generation, no infrared or ultraviolet
radiation, low power consumption, energy saving
(80% cheaper).
Modern decorative lighting: is a perfect interior
decoration light, with an attractive appearance, it
is a real highlight even during the day, offers you
a charming ambience with bright light source. Its
unique design is striking and perfectly
complements the modern design of the living
area. This lamp can be used not only as a ceiling
light, but also as a decorative lamp. It can be used
in living rooms, bedrooms, hallways, balconies,
kitchens, etc.
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1 Ceiling Light with Remote Control LED modern
minimalism country house style hanging lamp,
chic designer colour/brightness adjustable ceiling
pendant lights, dimmable 3000 K - 6000 K with
remote control ceiling light. Can be easily applied
to different rooms.
Chandelier size: L70 cm x W20 cm / L90 cm x
W22 cm / L120 cm x W26 cm, the height can be
freely selected up to 100 cm, colour:
black/white/gold, power: 33 W / 41 W / 54 W,
features: dimmable with remote control, thanks to
modern LED technology, you have low power
consumption and save energy.
Modern style, not only lighting, but also
decoration for your home, easy installation, the
necessary screws are included, you can install the
chandelier yourself.
This lamp is widely used and can be used in
different places whose application area is as
follows: home decor, loft, living room, dining
room, bedroom, living room, attic, terrace,
restaurant, cafe, bar, study, hallway, aisle,
country house and other interiors.

320€

139

1 LED Pendant Light Fully dimmable with remote
control: Depending on your preferences or
environment, you can use the appropriate remote
control to adjust the brightness (0-100%) and the
colour temperature (3000-6000K). Warm light,
neutral light and white light allow you to
experience all different comfort.
Adjustable height and selected materials: Power:
45 W. Length: 120 cm. Width: 20 cm. Height: 110
cm adjustable. The hanging wire can be adjusted
to the appropriate height. The modern LED
chandelier is made of high-quality aluminium and
highly transparent silicone. Corrosion resistant,
fade resistant.
Modern and simple design: modern LED pendant
light, which combines classic wave shape and
modern white silicone, brings a unique and artistic
atmosphere to your home. Ideal for kitchen island,
dining table, office, billiard room, living room,
restaurant, foyer, hall villas, entrance area etc.

375€
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Eye protection and long service life: the LED
hanging light is equipped with an eye protection
system and good for the eyes, no flickering.
Compared to other conventional light bulbs, the
minimalist island light can save up to 85% energy
and save your electricity bills.

AUCTIM

140

1 LED-ceiling light Modern minimalist style
interior lighting, perfect ceiling pendant lights, the
lighting creates a cosy atmosphere. Not only
lighting, but also decoration for your home. The
whole thing is very bright, very chic,
environmentally friendly.
Remote dimming: In the ceiling light, the LEDs are
already permanently installed and do not need to
be replaced. Including 3 colour temperatures: cold
white/natural white/warm white, intelligent
remote control, adjustable brightness and light
colour, night lighting mode.
Size: 58 x 8 cm. Material: iron and acrylic. Output:
40 W, voltage: 220-240 V.
Suitable for a variety of installation types. It is the
perfect decor for installation in the bedroom,
living room, kitchen, dining room, study, foyer,
hallway, staircase, attic, balcony, office,
restaurant, hallway.
Easy to install: All you need is a simple assembly,
it will be completed soon.

141

1 Modern Crystal Chandelier The crystal
chandelier with high quality silver metal base and
crystal pendant. Metal base safer and safer.
Ceiling light is mini style, 5.51 inches wide, 6.69
inches high, bulb base E27. (Bulb not included).
This is the mini size
The crystal chandelier that adjusts an octagonal
spherical crystal pendant with sparkling
decorative drops of water, catches light and fits
quickly and easily. Modern lighting brightens up
any room and creates a cosy and luxurious
atmosphere.
Our LED ceiling lights are perfect for living room,
dining room, bedroom, hotel, party, basement,
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bathroom, laundry room, stairs, pantry, etc.

AUCTIM
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1 LED Pendant Light Design: LED pendant light in
modern design made of aluminium and silica gel
as well as high-quality LED chips with weight of 2
kg long service life up to 50,000 hours. This easy
to install pendant lamp looks perfect, creates a
special lighting experience in your living
environment.
About LED chandelier: power: 42 W, lumen: 4800
lm, colour temperature: 3000 K warm white 6500 K cool white (dimmable), voltage: 220 V 240 V, product size: 120 cm, 150 cm, cable
length: 120 cm (adjustable height), average life:
5000 hours, your unique design is an eye-catcher.
guarantee that the time perfectly complemented
according to the designed living area.
Remote control and changeable light: this
pendant light can be switched on and off with the
remote control. The remote control has 3
channels with different light modes, from 3000 K
warm white to 6500 K cold white. The brightness
can be adjusted by the remote control, and the
dark brightness is 5% to 100% dimmable. Highquality LED chip ceiling lights, without high
frequency interference, creates a pleasant living
atmosphere.
Adjustable height: the length of the pendant lamp
can be individually adjusted to your needs, the
maximum length of the pendant is 120 cm.
Pendant light can create a pleasant atmosphere
for the room and is very easy to install.

275€

143

1 LED Crystal Ceiling Light Comfortable light: 3
lights: uses a 3 x LED SMD lamp that can provide
more brightness than a chandelier with 1 or 2
lights. Crystals with glass feel and feel provide a
superior and stylish atmosphere in your room.
Chandelier Size: Chandelier Diameter: 25cm
Height: 24 cm. Recommended room size: 5-10㎡
(please note the chandelier size before ordering).
Wide Applicability: Modern design chandelier with
high clear K9 crystals. Crystal ceiling lights for
hallway, living room, bedroom, children's room,

100€
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kitchen, bar, aisle, hotel, restaurant, aisle and
more.
Easy installation: assembly required (including
hanging the crystal cords on the silver plate), but
easy to install and all mounting parts and detailed
assembly instructions included.
144

AUCTIM

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Modern crystal chandelier:
This ceiling light is made of chrome-plated metal
and 54 rectangular crystals. Unique double layer
crystal design perfectly shows modern, classic
and luxurious style. Elegant design is suitable for
installation in your living room, bedroom, dining
room, hallway, hotel, etc.
Well made and durable: the ceiling plate is made
of high-quality stainless steel, which is hard and
durable without fading. Rectangular crystal with
high light transmission. The light shines
beautifully through the refractions of countless
crystal beads and chrome mirrors. No matter
where you place it, you will enjoy the gentle
lighting and beautiful appearance.
Lamp size and installation: crystal lamp size (W x
H): 25 x 27.5 cm, double layer crystal design can
provide enough light that can fully meet your
lighting needs. Equipped with the necessary parts
and detailed instructions, installation is easy. To
make your installation smoother we have included
a few more crystals as spare parts.
E27 CE socket and safety: equipped with E27
standard sockets, compatible lamp types: LED,
CFL, halogen, bulb (bulb not included, max. 60
W). If you need a dimming function, please use it
with a dimmer switch and a dimmable bulb. All
sockets and cables have passed CE safety
certification.
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1 Pendant Light Crystal chandelier: the mini
crystal chandelier made of golden stainless steel
and hanging crystal strips in unique geometry. Its
exquisite eye-catcher for interior design and
lighting offers you a noble and elegant
experience.
Creative elegant geometry design: excellent
cutting technology. High light transmission and
pure texture. Combination of gold and crystal,
overlapping layers that reflect bright colours,
suitable for hallway, living room, bedroom, hotel,
kitchen, hallway, stairs, etc.
Height adjustable: the crystal and gold pendant
light has a length of 100 cm, the size is 7.9 inches
D x 12.6 inches H and you can cut it according to
your installation. Comes with full instructions for
easy installation.
Bulb Type: Note:Bulbs not included. Gold crystal
chandelier requires AC 110V-220V. E12 base,
compatible with CFL, LED, bulbs, 60 watts max
(bulbs not included).

250€

146

1 Lighting Ceiling Light An impressive amount of
crystal balls and diamonds make this
contemporary crystal pendant a chic
sophistication.
Device dimensions: diameter 28 cm x height 30
cm, ceiling plate dimensions: diameter 11 cm x
height 8 cm, with adjustable hanging chain, max.
Length: 100 cm.
Working Voltage:220-240V Lamp Base: 4 x G9
bulbs required (not included) Compatible with
many types of light bulbs: dimmable bulbs,
energy-saving bulbs, LED bulbs, halogen lamps,
etc.
Suggested room shape: the Beier chandelier is
perfect for dining room, bathroom, bedroom and
living room.
Crystal pendant light with crystal balls and
diamond-shaped glass: chrome finish on the
frame, chain and canopy.

325€
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1 Crystal Hanging Light Mounting dimensions for
this crystal chandelier is height 61 cm x diameter
63 cm, chain/cord max length: 150 cm (adjustable
length).
This chandelier uses 5 x E14 bulbs (not included),
maximum 40 W per bulb, compatible with LED
lamps.
This modern light lamp is designed with superior
quality and hand-picked K9 crystals, which makes
this chandelier extremely glittering and dazzling,
which is far more impressive than the picture, and
could illuminate your room extremely and far, to
create a superior and stylish atmosphere in your
living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer or other
dry places.

250€

148

1 Outdoor Floor Lamp New Garden Grace Outdoor
Floor Lamp, Height 140 cm, White
Diameter: 37.5 cm, height: 140 cm, power cable
length: 400 cm.

565€
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1 LED Garden Lamp
Impressive size of diameter: 14.4 cm. Height:
20.6 cm
Includes twilight sensor that automatically
controls the on/off of the lamp
Battery: 1 x AA 1.2 V 300 mAh
1 x LED in warm white
Box contents: 3 x LED solar light drops

105€

150

1 Garden Light Trango IP65 garden light, light
figure in pyramid shape, light figure made of
white plastic, perfect for decoration for home,
garden, balcony, terrace, outdoor light, light
figure in pyramid shape, path lighting, outdoor
light, garden lamp
Contents: 1 x garden lamp in pyramid shape for
outdoor and indoor use. Each light figure has a 5
metre long outdoor cable with plug - 6 x spikes for
securing to the ground
Socket: E27 – suitable for all LED bulbs and light
bulbs max. 40 Watt - Bulb not included.
Protection class: IP65 jet water protected –
Voltage: direct 230 volts can be extended as
desired – Material: Made of high-quality acrylic
plastic – high scratch resistance, impact resistant,
UV resistant, heat and frost resistant
Thanks to the white lampshade, the pyramid
shows an indirect light. After dusk, your garden
turns into a small, romantic paradise. The pyramid
garden lamps are also perfect as a bed lighting or
as a decoration for the garden. The white
pyramids can be combined very well with green
grass or with colourful flowers such as design
trees.

260€

151

1 LED Floor Lamp Dimmable RGB Colour LED
floor lamp RGB: the LED floor lamp with remote
control has the brightness adjustment in the
range of 1% -100%. Each lamp bead has an
integrated RGBIC chip, 16 million adjustable
colours, 300 multiple groups of colour changing
modes, DIY colours. You can change theme lights

125€
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for different scenes as needed, bright light colours
create the ideal lighting mood for you!
Music mode and timer function: the RGB floor
lamp LED is equipped with a built-in highsensitivity microphone. When the music mode is
activated, the lights beat at the rhythm of your
favourite music to create a fun atmosphere. With
the timing function, you can preset your favourite
colour and brightness to automatically turn it on
or off. Get your individual colours.
App control and remote control: the floor lamp
LED dimmable with a 360° infrared remote control
and a smartphone app control, offers you many
intelligent functions such as colour mode,
brightness adjustment, DIY mode, synchronisation
with music or microphone, timer etc. Easy to turn
on/off / select the colour and mode of the light
without leaving the sofa or bed. Create a colourful
smart home lighting system for you!
Futuristic design: LED floor lamp corner lamp is a
stylish, modern, futuristic looking light that fits
well anywhere. Right angle bracket design, so the
LED floor lamp fits perfectly in living room, dining
room, bedroom, hallway, home cinema, game
room, bars, clubs, dance halls, cafes and other
places. Create atmosphere for all kinds of
festivals, parties, birthday parties, etc.
152

AUCTIM

1 LED Floor Lamp for Indoor and Outdoor
Atmosphere light for any occasion – whether an
unforgettable party night, social gathering with
your best friends or simply let the day relax with
the family, the different light modes create the
right flair
Numerous light modes – create your light effects
with the practical remote control of 16 colours
and 5 light modes and decide for yourself how
bright you want it
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use – whether in
your living room, bedroom, lounge, terrace or
garden – create a feel-good oasis with the light
Weatherproof – the light body is made of highquality UV-resistant material, the clear whitetransparent look remains nice even in strong
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sunlight, thanks to the IP-65 protection, the light
can also be used in rain and snow
Independent thanks to battery – offers you the
opportunity to place the light wherever you want,
direct power connection is not necessary

AUCTIM
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1 LED garden torch Solar lights with flames:
Highsam garden torches with 12 LEDs is a safe
alternative to the real "flame" effect. Each light
flickers warm yellow lights, imitates extremely
realistic and natural dance flames. Solar torches
to decorate the environment for garden, patio,
lawn, paths, party, pool, barbecue, camping,
garden.
Automatic on/off: this dancing flame lamp light
collects solar energy throughout the day under
direct sunlight. Powered by a 600 mAh battery
with highly efficient solar light panel, then turns
on automatically at dusk and off at dawn. You do
not need to pay energy costs and it is also
environmentally friendly.
IP65 waterproof solar lantern: outdoor solar lights
made of high-quality ABS material and waterproof
protection class IP65, which can withstand all
weather conditions all year round. You can use it
in or any outdoor environment.
Easy to install: no wiring required. Garden lights
before inserting into the ground, please press the
"ON" button on the inside. Simply install it on the
lawn, balcony, backyard, any place where you can
get the sun that allows direct sunlight on the
panel.

110€

154

1 Table Lamp The look – the unobtrusive outdoor
floor or table lamp looks high-quality and brings
effective light to your outdoor area
The style – whether as a light source on your
balcony or as an elegant addition to the terrace –
versatile and flexible, the lamp feels comfortable
everywhere
The material – simple but impressive. Made of
high-quality aluminium, the light also impresses
with its material
Details: single bulb and equipped with an E27

150€
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socket, you can use any E27 bulb with up to 20
watts

AUCTIM
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1 LED floor lamp Dimmable warm white light: the
brightness of the 3000 K warm white light is
continuously dimmable from 10 % to 100 %, so
you can adjust the brightness to suit life or work
requirements. dining room, living room, bedroom,
office, etc. On the white, simple wall, the warm
light spreads completely unobtrusively and
creates a feel-good atmosphere
Minimalist and slim floor lamp: the lamp with the
unique slim design stands perfectly in the corner
and serves your ambience lighting without being
disturbing bright. Simply place this floor lamp
next to a corner or a couch and the LED lamp
brings a beautiful ambience and a very beautiful
side effect to the room
Stable and robust: the floor lamp is made of highquality aluminium, has a slim stem with a
weighted but compact lamp base, stable and
durable. This can prevent the lamp from tipping
over when moving or falling over. This lamp is
space-saving because it fits in any small corner
FOOT SWITCH AND MEMORY FUNCTION: Onebutton operation with foot switch control: short
press to turn on and off: long press to adjust the
brightness. The lamp can be switched on with this
or switched off with a push button on the power
cable. Even after power failure, the set version
remains

230€

156

1 LED Long Wall Lamp Features of the villa wall
light: the Nordic wall light is made of iron and
acrylic materials, the lamp body is treated with
corrosion protection, rust protection, antioxidation
process, acrylic lamp shade has high light
transmission, bright and soft light, creative
rectangular design, size
30cm/60cm/80cm/100cm/115cm/150cm
selectable, width 8cm, height 2cm.
IP65 Waterproof: The creative outdoor wall light is
an outdoor style, with rain and water resistance
and can be used in any room outdoors or indoors.

300€
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There are white light and warm light to choose
from and can be used in the bedroom, living
room, staircase or bathroom. The waterproof
adhesive in the waterproof wall lamp is
transparent and may smell a little when opening
the product.
Outdoor wall light source: creative wall light uses
high-quality LED energy saving chips, 3C
certification, strong heat dissipation, stable
working temperature of the light source, long
service life, average life of 40,000 hours, light
transmission over 90%, high brightness, uniform
and soft light, no need to replace the lamp.
Best occasion: waterproof wall lamp can be used
on exterior walls, villas, yards, gardens, corridors,
exterior doors, outdoor balconies, exterior walls of
shops and also in indoors, bedrooms, porches,
living rooms, stairs, etc.

AUCTIM
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1 LED solar light Type: solar lamp (set of 3,
various sizes)
Material: Plastic
Color: White
Light duration: 8 hours

158

1 Ball Lamp IP68 waterproof floating pool
lighting: the floating pool light is designed with
IP68, absolutely waterproof and dustproof. The
diameter of the waterproof ball light is 8 cm. The
matte surface makes contact more comfortable
and does not get dirty for a long time. Floating
LED pool night lights add brilliance to the water.
Perfect as a bath toy for your children and pets.
(Before you put the ball light into the water, make
sure the cap is tight.)
16 colours and multiple modes: Floating RGB light
ball has 16 colours, 3 setting modes (Fade,
Smooth, Flash), 8 brightness settings, 3 timer
options (2H, 4H, 6H) and memory functions. The
included remote control responds to your needs.
The memory mode retains the light effects you
have set the last switch off.
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High Quality Material The LED bath night light is
made of environmentally friendly ABS plastic and
is completely free of UV, IR, lead, mercury,
etc.Each ball is powered by 2 CR2032 batteries
and can last 20-30 hours (depending on color and
display mode). In addition, we also give 8
batteries. (Please remove the battery after
turning off the LED lamp.)
Multifunctional LED light ball: an RF remote
control can control multiple colour changing light
balls within 5-8 metres. The LED light ball can not
only be used in water, but can also be hung
anywhere on tree, hallway or eaves thanks to the
foldable metal hook on the top.

AUCTIM
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1 LED Solar Lamp Large cobblestone design with
vacuum body, it is possible to allow the solar light
to float in the water.
Good quality and PE material with IP67 protection
class, the solar lamp is weatherproof, shockproof,
waterproof. The solar lamp can also be used in
winter.
Remote control allows you to select the colour
and dimmer (monochrome colour)
Dimensions: 12 x 23 x 32 cm, weight: 1.2 kg
Box contents: 1 x solar lamp with cobblestone
design.

100€

160

1 LED Candles LED battery candles are a safe
alternative to real candles. It consists of a genuine
paraffin shell and electronic components that are
the perfect combination of traditional
craftsmanship and modern technology.
A complete set of 5 beautiful flameless LED
candles, 1 remote control and custom timers
Candle size: D5.3 x 13 cm, D5.3 x 14 cm, D5.3 x
16 cm, D5.3 x 18 cm, D5.3 x 20 cm.
Requires 10 x AA batteries, battery life up to 350
hours (battery not included)
The timer mode can be set to 2 hours, 4 hours, 6
hours, 8 hours and can be opened and closed
each day at the same time.

55€
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1 Solar Decoration
SOALR: garden light in decorative stone look
with 4 LEDs for warm white lights and mood
changing with colour without remote control
Clever: solar panel with daylight sensor for
automatic switch-on and off Environmentally
friendly and energy-saving LED technology.
Outdoor: wireless, robust and weather-resistant
according to IP67. Includes ground spike for
secure anchoring in the ground.
Ideal for garden, patio, yard, pool, picnic, bar,
cafe, weddings and much more.

125€

162

1 LED Solar Light LED light for outdoors: the
modern LED lamp allows energy-saving, energyefficient and environmentally friendly your
outdoor area (e.g. garden, terrace, carport, front
garden, balcony) or the property of your business
(office, building, parking lot) with pleasant light.
Suitable for outdoor use: terrace, garden, balcony,
driveway, carport: protection class IP44:
protection against splashes of water, ideal for
outdoor use. Design your outdoor area and create
a great atmosphere all around your home, your
house or on your property.
By using high-quality LED bulbs, these solar lights
produce a beautiful light and perfectly accentuate
any desired area.
Bulb included: we provide you with this lamp highquality bulbs for your lamp, so the lamp can be
used directly as lighting.

100€

163

1 Garden LED Solar Light 3-in-1 Lamp This
beautiful solar light can be used as a floor lamp,
pool light or night light, will be your garden,
balcony etc. You can also use it as a night light,
toy for children or as a magic ball in role play
Solar Powered No matter rain or snow, our solar
floating ball is IP67 waterproof so it is suitable for
any weather. Inside the light there is a highquality solar panel, which charges the lithium-ion
battery during the day, when fully charged, the
light duration is up to 8 hours
Enjoy colour changing mode: battery operated,

120€
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floating pool ball toy is remote controlled by a
radio frequency remote control and a range of
maximum 10 metres. Simply press the button on
the remote control to change light mode and
brightness
Various sizes: approx. 18 x 18 x 7 cm | 13 x 13 x
13 cm | 14 x 14 x 5 cm. 8 available colours,
colours can be selected individually, or all colours
can be enjoyed with the automatic colour
changing mode
164
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1 Waterproof Solar Garden Light Larger, brighter
and realistic: HELESIN solar lights for outdoor
decoration use soft materials, so that solar lamps
for outdoor decoration look like real flowers
during the day. Each solar flower light has 20
LEDs, which make LED sunflower light brighter
and more dazzling at night.
High charging efficiency: the solar charging board
of the HELESIN solar lights for outdoor garden has
a high charging efficiency. If the battery is no
longer durable, you can replace the battery and
the solar sunflower light can work like a new light.
Waterproof and durable: the HELESIN solar lights
for outdoor garden decoration have a higher
waterproof rating (IP65), so you don't have to
worry about the solar garden light being damaged
by strong rain.
Automatic on/off: the beautiful solar lights garden
decoration has an intelligent light-sensitive
system. When the switch is "on", the solar garden
light garden plug automatically lights up at dusk.
Display of a happy sunflower: the beautiful solar
lights for outdoor garden decoration are very
suitable for decorating gardens, grasses, flowers,
flower beds, fences, pavements, patios, etc. Of
course, you can place them on window sills, vases
and other places.
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1 Solar Lights Pack Material: plastic: white
sphere, silver spike, 1 x ball diameter 10 cm,
holder 2 x 14 cm.
The solar ball light made of impact-resistant
plastic is not only a ball light, but also a
decorative design element and eye-catcher for
your garden when switched off.
With a fully charged battery, the lamp shines for
6-8 hours in an atmospheric atmosphere. Can be
used as path lighting or as a decorative element
All the technology – on/off switch, solar panel and
battery – is located inside the ball and is
protected from wind and weather thanks to the
IP44 protection class.

85€

166

1 LED Garden Light Decorative garden light – this
outdoor globe light sets beautiful light accents in
your garden landscape. Thanks to the internal
socket, the garden ball creates a soft, indirect
light, which provides atmospheric comfort in the
evening hours.
Standard light bulbs: suitable for the ball bulbs,
energy-saving bulbs or LED with E27 socket max.
25 Watts Light accents to your taste.
Splash-proof – the ball light is made of highquality plastic. It is splash-proof according to IP65
and cold-resistant and can therefore expose even
in winter or rain in the garden without being
damaged.
Easy to assemble – the illuminated ball is easily
attached to the ground via ground spikes. So you
can move them at any time and place them in
your favourite place. The practical ground spikes
ensure a stable stand on the lawn and prevent
rolling away in strong winds. They also ensure a
distance from the ground, so that the two metre
long cable is not crushed and can be easily laid to
the next socket.
Stylish globe light – with its simple design, the
garden ball is a super decorative lighting, which is
suitable for garden, terrace, conservatory, paths
and outdoor areas as well as indoor use. The
garden ball solo or in combination with other ball
lights is an eye-catcher in any green area. It can

150€
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be positioned as desired in the garden and
conjures up a pleasant atmosphere.
167
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1 Solar Lights for Outdoors Energy saving and
environmental protection – with the sun sensor,
this lamp can be automatically switched on at
night and switched off on the days while the lamp
automatically charges it. You don't have to pay
additional energy costs for it. It is also very
friendly to the environment.
8 + 1 adjustable colours: this solar lamp offers
you 8 + 1 different modes (red, green, blue,
yellow, purple, turquoise, pink, white, flash). You
can select the desired lighting mode by pressing
the button. Under the flash mode, the colours can
also change automatically.
1800 mAh battery and IP 67 waterproof design:
the battery is built into the lamp, 1800 mAh
battery ensures 6-8 hours lighting time in
summer, the solar lamp is illuminated all night.
Thanks to the IP 67 waterproof design, the solar
lamp can be used under different weather (sunny
day/rain/snow) and environment, perfectly
suitable for the garden/balcony decoration, and
even as a swimming pool decoration and mood
lighting for living room/bedroom.
Safe PE material - safe and reliable food grade PE
material is suitable for children to touch and use.
The solar lamp is made of thick and high-quality
material, you can sit on the solar lamp.
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1 Solar Lamp for Outdoor Design: this modern
design floor lamp is a real eye-catcher thanks to
the silver look. The crackle glass ball under which
the LED sits provides a beautiful light effect.
Suitable for: patio, garden, balcony, driveway,
carport. Thanks to the protection class IP44, the
light is protected against splashes of water and is
therefore ideal for outdoor use.
Solar powered: the lamp is charged during the
day and turns on automatically at dusk for 6-8
hours. This makes it energy efficient and no
constant battery change is required.
Flame effect: the integrated LED bulb imitates a
blazing flame with flickering and thus brings a
cosy and romantic atmosphere to your outdoor
area.
Dimensions: length x width x height in cm: 25.5 x
11 x 45 cm

115€

169

1 Solar Garden Light Environmentally friendly
solar outdoor light: the lamp uses environmentally
friendly solar energy for operation. Then it can be
charged automatically during the day and turned
on in the dark. The solar light causes no energy
costs and is environmentally friendly. After full
charging, you can use the LED solar ball light for
8-10 hours.
IP68 waterproof: IP 68 waterproof design ensures
that the solar light can be used in different
weather and environments (sun/rain/snow). Not
only suitable for lighting, but also for decorating
your swimming pool, garden and other outdoor
areas.
8 light colours and 3 light modes: the ball path
light has 8 different light colours and 3 light
modes (static, strobe, smooth). You can select
and change the desired colour and light mode via
the remote control. In addition, the solar light can
be used as a decorative light in your room and
garden. (Remote control distance: 8-10 m)
USB rechargeable: the battery is built into the
lamp (1200 mAh battery), you can also use the
included USB cable to charge the solar lamp for
the pool and use it normally in very bad weather

125€
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conditions (rain and snow and no sunlight).
Safe PE material: Thanks to the light made of safe
and reliable food grade PE materials, children can
feel safe when touching and using. The solar light
is made of thick, high-quality materials, so you
can sit on the solar light (no more than 70 kg)
without worrying about it breaking.
170
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1 Solar Decoration
Modern design – the EASYmaxx solar ball is not
an ordinary solar ball. It is timeless, elegant and
atmospheric at the same time. It blends
effortlessly into any ambience and turns your
garden into an eye-catcher e.g. for Christmas,
New Year, garden party etc.
Solar ball – the integrated solar panel charges
the battery during the day, so the solar lamp can
light up for up to 8 hours after each full charge –
with 4 LEDs for warm white light and atmospheric
colour change – includes remote control.
Outdoor – wireless, robust and waterproof
according to IP67. Ideal for garden, lawn, patio,
yard, pool, picnic, bar, cafe, wedding, swimming
pool, flower bed and much more. Includes ground
spike to anchor firmly in the ground.
Clever – thanks to the solar sensor, this lamp
can charge automatically during the day. With the
daylight sensor, the light ball turns on or off
automatically. So your garden lights up
automatically at night.
Colour change – the ball light can take 12
different mixed colours and be controlled by a
remote control. In addition, you can choose
between three functions: strobe - flashing
function, fade - gentle colour change, smooth colour gradient.
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1 Modern outdoor floor lamp Socket: E27 Bulb not
included.
Suitable living spaces for this lamp: outdoor
lighting, patio, pad, garden/outdoor lighting.
Max. 1 x 23 Watt Voltage: 230 V. IP Rating: IP65
Special features: dimmable, dimmer not included,
with cable and plug.
Modern grey outdoor floor lamp.

200€

172

1 LED Light
Does not require much space but creates a
special atmosphere.
Equipped with 3 warm white LEDs for
comfortable lighting.
Long lasting and strong, 10m cable, with 3
LEDs.
Made from weatherproof and UV-resistant
polyresin, pump and transformer included.
Light colour: warm white, Weight: 7.6 kg,
Volume: 5 litres, Power: 16 W.

500€

173

1 Garden Fountain
No matter where the indoor and outdoor
fountain is set up, the water bubbling garden
fountain enhances any location. The elixir of life
water enlivens living rooms, dining rooms,
corridors and entrance areas, winter gardens or
balconies, patios and gardens in both private and
commercial environments.
The soothing sound of the water lends a special
touch to any environment. Flowing water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and health promoting.

275€
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Plug-and-ply ready to use garden fountain,
invigorates the senses, improves air quality,
modern stone shell sculpture, useful and
decorative, indoor and outdoor garden fountain.
With 230 V / 12 V connection / incl. 6 watt
pump, incl. Cool white LED ring.

AUCTIM
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1 Indoor Fountain No matter where this indoor
and outdoor fountain is set up, the bubbling water
will enhance any location. Water, the elixir of life,
enlivens living rooms, dining rooms, hallways and
entrance areas, conservatories or balconies,
patios and gardens, in both private and
commercial environments.
The soothing sound of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Flowing water not only
has a positive effect on your mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. This water fountain
is not only decorative, but also useful and health
promoting.
Ready-to-use garden fountain / indoor and
outdoor fountain / invigorates the senses /
improves air quality / lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration.
With 230 V / 12 V connection / incl. pump / LED
ring in warm white.

580€

175

1 Solar Garden Fountain
Note: Special Award reduced to very strong for
introduction. Limited Edition.
Align solar panel for optimum function Free
position and the slightly for optimum reception
High-quality solar panel in a sturdy
unbreakable aluminium frame with a power of 2
watt
Plug in solar pump system – ready to use
Integrated filter protects the pump (provides
easy cleaning)

220€
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1 Garden Fountain
Unusual garden fountain whose shape is very
similar to a tribal
Natural stone look, made of weather-resistant
polyresin and fibreglass
Long lasting and strong, 10m cable with 2 LEDs
Made from weatherproof and UV-resistant
polyresin, pump and transformer included
Light colour: warm white, weight: 12.2 kg,
volume: 14 litres, power: 18.5 W/h

700€

177

1 Indoor Fountain 230 V Please note: outside
Germany, this item is delivered by freight
forwarding company, freight costs on request!
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and outdoor
fountain, invigorates the senses, improves air
quality, lifelike stone replica with realistic moss
decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / includes pump /
LED ring in white

540€

178

1 Indoor Fountain Please note: outside Germany,
this item is delivered by freight forwarding
company, freight costs on request!
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and outdoor
fountain, invigorates the senses, improves air

280€
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quality, lifelike stone replica with realistic moss
decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / includes 6 W pump
/ LED ring in warm white

AUCTIM
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1 Garden Fountain Indoor
Please note: outside Germany, this item is
delivered by freight forwarding company, freight
costs on request!
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and
outdoor fountain, invigorates the senses,
improves air quality, lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / incl. pump / LED
ring colour
The fountain is the perfect eye-catcher both
day and night. The included LED lighting ensures
the perfect illumination. The LED lights of the
replaceable LED ring shine in classic white.

600€

180

1 Fountain Indoor
Please note: outside Germany, this item is
delivered by freight forwarding company, freight
costs on request!
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and
outdoor fountain, invigorates the senses,

540€
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improves air quality, lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / includes pump /
LED ring in white
The fountain is the perfect eye-catcher both
day and night. The included LED lighting ensures
the perfect illumination. The LED lights of the
replaceable LED ring shine in classic white.
181
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1 Decorative Indoor Fountain
No matter where this indoor and outdoor
fountain is set up, the bubbling water will enhance
any location. Water, the elixir of life, enlivens
living rooms, dining rooms, hallways and entrance
areas, conservatories or balconies, patios and
gardens, in both private and commercial
environments
The soothing sound of the water lends a special
touch to any environment. Flowing water not only
has a positive effect on your mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. This water fountain
is not only decorative, but also useful and health
promoting
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and
outdoor fountain, invigorates the senses,
improves air quality, lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection, incl. pump, LED
ring in warm white
The garden fountain is the perfect eye-catcher
both during the day and at night. The included
LED lighting ensures perfect illumination. The LED
lights of the replaceable LED ring shine in a warm
white
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1 Garden Fountain Indoor
Please note: outside Germany, this item is
delivered by freight forwarding company, freight
costs on request!
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and
outdoor fountain, invigorates the senses,
improves air quality, lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / includes 12 W
pump / LED ring in clear white (replaceable)
The fountain is the perfect eye-catcher both
day and night. The included LED lighting ensures
the perfect illumination. The LED lights of the
replaceable LED ring shine in classic white.

495€

183

1 Electrical Fireplaces Output and warming:
simply regulate the desired temperature with an
integrated thermostat. In addition, thanks to the
timer, you can decide when to run the heater. And
if you are not there, the overheating protection
also secures the heating oven. On colder days,
you can enjoy the heating function of the infrared
heater - here temperatures up to 30 °C, thanks to
the 1800 W power, selectable.
Comfortable to use: control the mood light
comfortably from the couch. This is now possible
with our remote control. Thanks to the integrated
display on the heater, you have a full and perfect
overview. All functions such as timer, temperature
regulation, flame effect and lighting can be easily
controlled from a distance and at the auxiliary
heater. Choose between different light levels
depending on your mood and ambient light.
Extremely realistic: with our electric fireplace
from Kesser you do not have to do without a

455€
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fireplace, even if you do not have the conditions
in your house or apartment for a heating fireplace
or tiled stove. Our stoves run electrically and
therefore do not produce real flames, but our
deceptively real designed wooden dummy inside
is confused similar to a normal fire. In addition,
the advantage is that no ash or dirt is created.
Optically highlight: thanks to the different models
and designs, the perfectly colour-coordinated
fireplace heater is included - simply an eyecatcher. The environmentally friendly fireplace fits
into the socket and is therefore ready to use.
Cheering and waiting for the heat associated with
smoke development is therefore history. You can
wipe our oven with a damp cloth. The existing
glass cover is cleaned with a glass cleaner.
184
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1 Wall Fountain
No matter where the indoor and outdoor
fountain is set up, the water bubbling garden
fountain enhances any location. The life elixir
water invigorates living rooms, dining rooms,
hallways and entrance areas, conservatories or
balconies, terraces and gardens in private and
commercial environments.
The soothing noise of the water adds a special
touch to any environment. Running water not only
has a positive effect on the mood, but also
provides a pleasant microclimate on hot summer
days indoors and outdoors. In autumn and winter,
the fountain creates optimal humidity in the
rooms with its flowing water. So this water
fountain is not only decorative, but also useful
and promotes health.
Ready-to-use garden fountain, indoor and
outdoor fountain, invigorates the senses,
improves air quality, lifelike stone replica with
realistic moss decoration
With 230 V / 12 V connection / includes pump
with LED light
The fountain is the perfect eye-catcher both
day and night.
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1 Garden LED Light
Modern, futuristic design
Elegant, glossy and pin hole free finish.
Relaxing Fountain
Including pump and LED
Weight: 7.5 kg

475€
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1 Garden Fountain IDYLLE: Mit der mystischen
Wasserwelt des Springbrunnens von blumfeldt
verwandeln sich Garten, Terrasse, Wohnzimmer
oder Wintergarten in ein Naherholungsgebiet eine bezaubernde Kombination aus plätschernden
Wasserströmen und klaren Formen.
8 ETAGEN - 13 SCHALEN: Mit dem sanften
Plätschern des Blumfeldt River Crossing wird das
Relaxen gleich noch mal so schön. Über 8 Etagen
entfaltet das Wasserspiel ein mystisches Flair:
Über 13 Schalen ergießt das Wasser.
SEHR ROBUST: Dabei ist der River Crossing nicht
nur äußerst robust und witterungsbeständig aus
Metall gefertigt, sondern auch schützend
vollverzinkt: Ohne Rost und Anlaufen fügt er sich
perfekt in vielerlei Ambiente ein.
LEISTUNGSSTARK: Damit sich das Wasserspiel
niemals erschöpft, wird es von einer 6 Watt
starken Pumpe in stetigem Umlauf gehalten. Das
sanfte Rauschen des Wassers entfaltet eine
äußerst beruhigende Wirkung und erfrischt seine
Umgebung.

450€
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1 Solar Garden Fountain Relaxing hours:
"Dharma" describes the teaching and the law of
Buddha. The solar fountain of the same name by
blumfeldt provides particularly relaxing and slow
down hours with a Buddha sculpture.
Harmonic atmosphere: the Dharma solar fountain
is pleasantly compact with its dimensions of 48 x
72 x 41 cm (W x H x D) and fills living spaces and
gardens with a harmonious atmosphere.
Economical: thanks to SunRiver Technology,
independent solar operation is guaranteed, which

500€
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not only saves on electricity costs, but also makes
it easier to find a suitable location of installation.
The subtle lighting gives the figure a special
shine.
Relaxation effect: In the apartment, the
decorative fountain has an additional positive
effect on health: it automatically humidifies the
air, improves the room climate and lets you
breathe refreshed

AUCTIM
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1 Indoor Fountain
Encourages you to relax
Improves your indoor climate
Create a feel-good oasis in your home
With a soft white LED light
Cable with a length of 2 m

125€

189

1 Salo Garden Fountain
The Salo outdoor fountain is a pleasure for the
eye, ear and soul
Like a small waterfall, the water splashes here
from trough to trough
Long lasting and strong, 4m cable length with 4
LEDs
Made from weatherproof and UV-resistant
polyresin, pump and transformer included
Light colour: warm white, weight: 7 kg, volume:
18 litres, power: 5 W

490€
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1 Solar Garden Fountain Decorative: the
blumfeldt Fez solar cascade fountain is extremely
decorative and an ornament for any garden,
balcony or living room. With the power of the sun,
it allows the water to flow between its three levels
and helps to slow down the world with its
sparkling water feature.
Solar panel: the SunRiver technology of the
blumfeldt FezKascade fountain with a solar panel
and the integrated Li-ion battery ensures that the
fountain works completely independently of the
power supply. The water gently splashes through
the steady flow over the three stages of the
fountain.
Powerful: and thanks to the working principle in
the LoopFlow Concept, no water connection or
refilling is necessary, the powerful mini pump
keeps the once filled water in constant circulation.
LED lighting: as soon as it gets in the evening, the
integrated LED lighting begins to provide the
water in the blumfeldt Fez garden fountain with
glittering accents and atmospherically illuminate
the garden or patio.

425€
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1 Garden Fountain Impressive: with the mystical
water world of the Blumfeldt Watergate, garden,
terrace, living room or conservatory transform
into a close resting area for eyes and ears - a
charming combination of splashing water streams
and clear shapes.
Pure relaxation: with the gentle splash of the
ornamental fountain, relaxing becomes so
beautiful. From its large gate, a 20 cm wide
cascade pours into the fountain pool in constant
stream and thus ensures meditative relaxation.
Highlight: not only with the full, constant flow of
the water, the fountain knows to delight the eye.
Its back panel gives the water feature an
appealing brick effect background. So the
Watergate visually and acoustically pleases the
mind.
For indoor and outdoor use: the fountain is
extremely robust made of metal and fully
galvanised. Without rust and tarnishing, it fits

500€
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perfectly into many environments. All parts are
weather resistant and can remain outdoors even
in bad weather.

AUCTIM
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1 Garden Fountain in Wood Effect This garden
fountain is made of polyresin in wood look. Inside
the fountain is the water reservoir in which the
pump is also placed.
The fountain is equipped with three LED
spotlights, which create a great atmosphere with
its warm white light.
Data and dimensions: height: 75 cm, width: 35
cm, depth: 26 cm, material: polyresin, wood look,
lighting: LED, 3 x warm white, pump: 12 V, 350
L/H 12 W, cable: approx. 300 cm cable cable

405€
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1 Garden Fountain with LED Light
Modern garden fountain made from round and
square elements
Soothing relaxation in the garden, terrace or
conservatory
Durable and robust, cable length 10 m, with
LED lighting
Made from weatherproof and UV-resistant
polyresin, pump and transformer included
Light colour: warm white, weight: 10.5 kg,
volume: 8 litres, power: 30 W/h

700€
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1 Garden Fountain with LED Light
Bring simple elegance to your garden with the
fountain
Maintains its shiny look for years to come
Water meets stainless steel - a particularly
modern combination
Includes pump, transformer, cable length: 10
m, decorative stones not included
Light colour: cold white, weight: 9 kg, volume:
15 litres, power: 22 W

875€

195

1 Garden Fountain HINGUCKER: Der Blumfeldt
Schönbrunn setzt sommerliche Akzente in Gärten,
auf Terrassen oder Wintergärten. Auf einem sanft
geschwungenen, schwarzgrauen Sockel mit
Wasserbassin ruht die Springbrunnenkugel, aus
deren Öffnung in stetem Strome Wasser sprudelt.
STIMMUNGSVOLL: Sowohl Sockel als auch
Springbrunnenkugel sind aus Polyresin gefertigt
und in Form behauener Basaltblöcke gestaltet.
Der Kugelbrunnen wird in dunklen Stunden oder
des Nachts von einer Krone aus strahlenden LEDLichtern unterstrichen.
SOLAR: Das Besondere am Wasserspiel von
Blumfeldt ist seine völlige Unabhängigkeit von
netzgebundener Stromversorgung, Er wird allein
von der Kraft der Sonne gespeist und enthält
deswegen ein Solarpanel mit einer etwa 300 cm²
großen Photovoltaik-Fläche.
AKKU: Selbst an bewölkten Tagen sorgt sie für
genügend Strom, um die kleine Pumpe zu
betreiben und bis zu 200 Liter Wasser pro Stunde
durch die Kugelöffnung zu sprudeln. Überschüssig
erzeugter Strom wird dabei in dem ebenfalls
enthaltenen Akku gespeichert.

375€
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1 Garden Fountain with LED Light

400€
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Modern garden fountain.
Stands out thanks to its elegant design.
Made of sturdy Polyresin.
Already equipped with pump and LED lights.
An eye-catcher for your garden.

AUCTIM
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1 Canvas 30x20in
Marilyn Monroe Elvis Presley James Dean Black
White Red Canvas Wall Art Picture Print. Archival
Grade Materials & Vivid Colours This Beautiful
Canvas Wall Art Will Brighten Up Your Home!
Hand Crafted On A Wrinkle Free 18mm Kiln
Dried Solid Pine Frames
Genuine HP Vivera UV Resistant Pigment Inks
Delivering The Highest Quality, Vibrant, Accurate
Colours!
Supplied ready to hang Supplied in Secure
Cardboard Packaging

100€

198

1 Film Figure Sculpture Perfect design: from the
classic film, based on one of the most
recognisable scenes of the film. The pather sits on
a chair and restores the cat who restores the
image and temperament of the actual godmother
in the movie
CLASSIC CHARACTER SCULPTURES: Inspired by
the Godfather film protagonist, the classic
character sculptures are made entirely by hand
using synthetic resin, and it is immortal with great
detail in this reproduction
HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS - Exquisite
craftsmanship, using high quality resin materials,
perfect color, delicate collar, hair and face. The
majestic sculpture reflects the strong selfconfidence of the characters in the film.
Unforgettable sculpture: the workmanship is
exquisite, and every detail of the characters is
reflected In the world of godfather, friendship,
loyalty, trust, silence and love for his family are
the principles throughout his life

120€
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